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Foreword
The trade in great apes and other endangered
species is one of the threats driving them
towards extinction. The Ape Alliance is
a global coalition of organisations and
individuals working to tackle these threats.
This important report is compiled from several
sources and the direct observations of Ape
Allies in China and Africa. It documents
the discrepancies between the number of
chimpanzees (and other endangered species)
reported to have been shipped to China, the
number declared to have been imported by
China and the number observed on public
display in zoos, wildlife parks and shows all
over China. The figures don’t add up - which
begs the question, where did these animals
come from?
Several investigators have tried to answer this
question for a decade, and the appendices
of the report give details of their efforts, the
questions posed to the relevant authorities
and the lack of answers forthcoming. Key
among these questions are, if laws have been
broken, who should be prosecuted? And
what is to be the fate of the illegally traded
chimpanzees and other species?
China is developing at an impressive speed,
with a booming economy, new and expanding
cities, new zoos and entertainment facilities
and a vibrant population in search of a better
quality of life.

In many ways, the societal changes under
way in China are like those that happened in
the U.K. and other Western countries in the
decades after the Second World War. The
rise of the middle class meant that more and
more families had some disposable income
and the time to spend it during weekends
and holidays. This growth in demand for
fun activities and experiences created many
commercial opportunities, leading to a boom
in amusement parks, theme parks, holiday
camps and other such attractions. And many
of these attractions were augmented by or
based upon displays of exotic animals, in
zoos, safari parks and circus-style shows.
This led to thousands of wild animals being
captured all over the world for a lifetime in
captivity, whether trained to perform on cue or
simply put on display in zoo enclosures.
As a child in England in the 1950s and ‘60s,
I watched elephants and chimpanzees
on television in circuses and advertising
campaigns without knowing about the pain
they endured for my entertainment. But once
the cruel training methods were exposed by
animal welfare organisations, and the inherent
cruelties of circus life for wild animals became
clear, I and most of the informed public
decided such ill-treatment was unacceptable.
Attitudes took decades to change, however,
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and laws even longer - at the time of going to
press, the U.K. Government has still not yet
banned the use of wild animals in circuses.
In China that process has just begun, and
Ape Allies around the world support those
Chinese animal welfare advocates and
conservationists calling for change.
Another major difference between acquisition
of wild animal’s half a century ago and today
is that most of the star animal attractions
in zoos and circuses are now endangered
species with dwindling populations in the wild.
Loss and fragmentation of habitat and hunting
for meat and body parts may be the major
causes of this decline but capture of live
animals is also a significant threat, especially
in species such as apes where the mother and
any other defending family members are killed
by poachers to acquire live infants for the
illegal wildlife trade.
Great apes are protected by law in every one
of the 23 countries they naturally inhabit.
This includes the two orangutan range
states, Malaysia and Indonesia, and the 21
chimpanzee range states in Africa, 10 of
which also have gorillas and one of which,
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
also has bonobos. Most of these nations are
signatories to the Kinshasa Declaration on
Great Apes and their Conservation, arising
from a UN brokered meeting hosted by
President Joseph Kabila in 2005. They are
also Parties to CITES, the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of
Wild Fauna and Flora, which lists all apes on
Appendix I, thereby prohibiting international
trade for primarily commercial purposes.
Chimpanzees and both species of gorilla
are also protected under the Convention
on Migratory Species because where there
is contiguous habitat across international
borders, a proportion of their population
moves back and forth across those borders
and so these endangered species require
collaborative conservation action between
neighbouring governments. All of which
makes the lack of law enforcement evident in
this report difficult to understand.

Trade in great apes is still in the news, with the
furore in June 2018 over the reported intention
of a Minister in the DRC Government to permit
the shipment of bonobos, chimpanzees and
mountain gorillas to Chinese zoos, along with
manatees and okapis. Opposition to such a
shipment has come from many international
organisations, including the Ape Alliance,
the Born Free Foundation, the Species
Survival Network, the IUCN and the World
Association of Zoos and Aquaria, as well as
local conservationists. Adams Cassinga,
Director of Conserv Congo (http://www.
conservcongo.org/), summed up local feeling
in this statement, “We, as Conserv Congo,
are appalled by this decision and we vouch
to alert the whole world for these animals to
remain in their natural habitat here at home.
Our country is not for sale and neither is
our wildlife. These animals are part of our
natural heritage, passed onto us from our
ancestors, and which we have the obligation
to safeguard for our future generations.”*
The Chinese Government has won plaudits
from conservationists and caring members
of the public all over the world by closing
its domestic ivory markets to reduce the
incentive for poachers to kill elephants. It
is to be hoped that such decisive action
can now be taken to reduce the demand for
chimpanzees and other endangered species,
in line with the recommendations in this
report.
Ian Redmond OBE
Chairman, Ape Alliance

*NOTE: the DRC wildlife department, ICCN,
issued a statement on 25th June 2018
refuting the interpretation that the Minister’s
letter gave permission for trade, and making
assurances that no contravention of CITES
regulations would be permitted.
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Abbreviations
AZA: Association of Zoos &amp; Aquariums
CITES: Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora

IUCN: International Union for Conservation of
Nature

CNKI: China National Knowledge Institute

MHURD: Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development

MA: Management Authority

NGO: Non-governmental organisation

SA: Scientific Authority

SFA: State Forestry Administration

GRASP/UNEP: Great Ape Survival Partnership
/ United Nations Environment Programme

Glossary
CITES Appendices: Appendices I, II and III to
the Convention are lists of species afforded
different levels or types of protection from overexploitation in international trade.

•

•

Appendix I lists species that are the
most endangered among CITES-listed
animals and plants. They are threatened
with extinction and CITES prohibits
international trade in specimens of these
species except when the purpose of the
import is not commercial; for example,
when it is for scientific research. In these
exceptional cases, trade may take place
provided it is authorised by the granting
of both an import permit and an export
permit (or re-export certificate). Article VII of
the Convention provides for a number of
exemptions to this general prohibition.
Appendix II lists species that are not
necessarily currently threatened with
extinction but may become so unless trade
is closely controlled. It also includes socalled ‘look-alike species’; i.e., species
whose specimens in trade look like those
of species listed in Appendix I. International
trade in specimens of Appendix-II species
may be authorised by the granting of an

export permit or re-export certificate.
No import permit is necessary for these
species under CITES (although a permit is
needed in some countries that have taken
stricter measures than CITES requires).
Permits or certificates should be granted
only if the relevant authorities are satisfied
that certain conditions are met, above all
that trade will not be detrimental to the
survival of the species in the wild.

•

Appendix III lists species that are included
at the request of a Party that already
regulates trade in the species and that
needs the cooperation of other countries to
prevent unsustainable or illegal exploitation.
International trade in specimens of species
listed in Appendix III is allowed only on
presentation of the appropriate permits or
certificates.

CITES Management Authority: A national
management body designated in accordance
with Article IX of the CITES Convention.
The Management Authority is responsible
for implementing the CITES Convention in
its country. In particular, it is the only body
competent to grant import and export permits
and re-export certificates on behalf of that
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Party. Even though a Party may designate
more than one Management Authority, one
must be designated as the Management
Authority responsible for communication with
other Parties and the Secretariat.
CITES Scientific Authority: A national
scientific advisory body designated in
accordance with Article IX of the CITES
Convention. A Scientific Authority is
responsible for providing technical and
scientific advice to its Management Authority,
in particular as to whether the export or
introduction from the sea of a specimen will
be detrimental to the survival in the wild of
the species involved. A Party may designate
more than one Scientific Authority.

Environmental enrichment: the process of
providing stimulating environments for captive
animals in order for them to demonstrate
their species-typical behaviour, to allow
them to exercise control or choice over their
environment, and to enhance their well-being.
Enrichment includes the design of stimulating
and naturalistic enclosures, the housing of
appropriate social groups, and the introduction
of objects, sounds, smells or other stimuli in
the animal’s environment.
Free-ranging: non-captive, independent-living,
ecologically functional wildlife in natural habitat.
In situ conservation: The process of
protecting an endangered plant or animal
species in its natural habitat.
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Review methodology
A comprehensive review of Chinese1 captive
wild animal facilities was carried out to
ascertain:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

the number of chimpanzees held in
captivity in China
the origin of these individuals
the zoo industry’s participation in the
capture of free-ranging chimpanzees
the management of these chimpanzees
within specific facilities
the zoo industry’s contribution to the
conservation of free-ranging chimpanzee
populations
the zoo industry’s contribution to
research to aid both the welfare of captive
chimpanzees and the conservation of both
species and habitats
the zoo industry’s contribution to the
education of the public with regards the
conservation of chimpanzees in the wild.

The research identified 51 facilities housing
chimpanzees in captivity in China.

Import of wild caught individuals into
China
Information on the import of chimpanzees into
China was obtained via:

1. CITES trade database records

1. An online search of the 51 facilities for
evidence of facilities providing funds
for conservation projects, and/or the
involvement of staff in conservation/
research on free-ranging chimpanzee
populations.
2. A review of public awareness materials
at 30 facilities visited between 2012 and
2016, for references to research and/or
conservation activities.
3. A search of online databases (Google
Scholar, Baidu Xueshu, Wanfang Data, and
CNKI) to locate research papers involving
captive chimpanzees and the facilities
involved.
Educational activities
The contribution made to the public
awareness of the nature of chimpanzees and
their conservation status was determined by:

1. An online search of the websites of the
51 facilities, for evidence of facilities
delivering educational information on
chimpanzees
2. An analysis of public display information at
select facilities housing chimpanzees

2. Information in the public domain
3. Site visits to 30 facilities visited between
2012 and 2016
4. Information supplied by individuals
working within the Chinese zoo industry
Conservation and research activities
The contribution made to in situ conservation
by Chinese captive wild animal facilities and
their participation in research was determined
by:
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Executive summary
Fifty-one facilities housing 187 chimpanzees
in China have been identified. Information on
the origin and the status of these individuals
is difficult to obtain as there is no publicly
available information source.
CITES records document the arrival of
122 chimpanzees from African and Middle
Eastern countries into China between 2006
and 2014. Many of these have arrived on
falsified permits, claiming the individuals to be
captive-bred when, it is widely believed, that
they were in fact captured from the wild. This
is contrary to the principles of CITES, which
regulates the trade in endangered, Appendix
I species. Media reports and sources within
the zoo industry, have identified the location
of 86 of these individuals, 12 of which have
subsequently died following their import into
the country.
The China CITES authorities authorised the
import of these chimpanzees despite the
detrimental impact such imports would have
on the wild populations, and despite the
intended use, for many of these individuals,
to be within circus shows, which under the
CITES recommendations for the interpretation
of ‘commercial purposes’ can be determined
as a commercial purpose. Thus these imports
are, in the opinion of the author, in violation
of CITES regulations, yet the Chinese
authorities have, to date, not taken any action
to confiscate the chimpanzees and either
repatriate them to the source country or
provide them with a suitable destination that
can meet their needs.
The welfare of both wild caught and captive
born individuals within Chinese facilities is
of concern. National government regulations
stipulate that facilities must provide conditions
that meet their physiological and behavioural
needs, and animals must not be used in
animal shows. Yet 11 of the 51 facilities
display chimpanzees in ‘circus shows’, and/or
provide visitors with close contact interaction

opportunities, and 32 facilities have been
identified as housing individuals in solitary
confinement and/or within barren, featureless
enclosures.
Furthermore, 20 facilities are complicit in
the removal of wild born chimpanzees from
their mothers and their family groups and a
further five facilities in the removal of captive
born chimpanzees from their mothers to be
hand-reared. These facilities therefore have
a responsibility to these animals to provide
them with conditions that allow them to cope
and thus protect them from negative affective
states that will contribute to poor welfare.
This responsibility has not been
acknowledged by individual facilities as
many continue to house chimpanzees
within inappropriate environments which are
causing them to suffer. To further compound
this problem, facilities housing wild caught
individuals are now using these for breeding
purposes. This is leading to the birth of
chimpanzees to mothers that do not have
the necessary skills to cope with rearing their
infants, and thus new-born infants are being
rejected and either dying prematurely or being
hand reared within an unsuitable environment
and thus perpetuating this problem.
Mortality data suggests that 52% of
chimpanzee deaths in Chinese facilities are of
individuals 10 years old or younger, with 11 of
69 recorded deaths being of individuals under
the age of one year old.
Facilities housing chimpanzees are also doing
little to contribute to the public’s awareness
of the nature of wild chimpanzees or the
threats wild populations face. Some facilities
are providing the public with misleading
and, in some cases, inaccurate information,
and the continued use of chimpanzees as
entertainment animals at certain facilities is
doing little to generate respect and empathy
for a species that is threatened with extinction
in the wild.
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China’s participation in the live capture of
free-ranging chimpanzees, and the housing of
chimpanzees within poor living conditions, is
having a negative impact on the conservation
status of chimpanzee populations and on
the international image of the country for its
ability to protect threatened populations of
wild animals and to protect individuals from
suffering. The chimpanzee imports have
received a significant amount of international
publicity for the suffering they cause freeranging chimpanzees and the negative impact
on their conservation status. The use of
chimpanzees in circus performances and poor
living standards for many individuals have also
been documented internationally, contributing
towards a negative public image of the
Chinese zoo industry within an international
context.

3. Publish a nationwide inventory of
captive chimpanzees. Facilities holding
chimpanzees should be required to report
all imports, pregnancies, parentage,
births, deaths, causes of death and
transfers within 30 days of such events
occurring, and this information should
be available to the public. This would
enable full and independent data analysis,
including for research purposes, and aid
the establishment of an effective captive
breeding programme.

Recommendations

5. Establish a species-specific chimpanzee
management standard, to provide facilities
housing chimpanzees with detailed
recommendations for the keeping of
chimpanzees in captivity, to meet their
complex physiological and behavioural
needs (appendix one).

The author recommends the governing
authorities responsible for the management
of captive wild animals in China adopt the
following measures:

1. Conduct investigations with full public
disclosure into:
a. the import of the 122 chimpanzees
imported into China between 2006
and 2015 from African and Middle
Eastern countries, to determine the
justification for the CITES authorities
to issue import permits.
b. the facilities that are known to be
using imported chimpanzees for
animal shows and close contact photo
opportunities in contravention of the
CITES convention (Article III, 3c)
c. the sequence of events which led to
four infant chimpanzees imported into
Hunan, reportedly being euthanised
before they could be put on public
display at Changsha Zoo.
2. Publish the CITES non-detriment findings
required for each of these imports, for
public review.

4. Establish an independent expert body to
investigate and, where appropriate, act
to address complaints made in relation to
facilities that breach the national governing
bodies’ regulations for the management of
captive wild animals.

6. Prohibit interaction programmes that
allow contact between chimpanzees and
members of the public due to concerns
for public safety and the health and
welfare risks to both human and animal
participants.
7. Prohibit the use of chimpanzees in animal
shows that are detrimental to their welfare.
8. Develop training opportunities in
collaboration with international experts
in chimpanzee behavioural management
and enclosure design for staff in facilities
that house chimpanzees to improve
management procedures, and to design
enclosures that meet the physiological,
social and behavioural needs of the
individuals they house.
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9. Ensure that all facilities housing solitary
chimpanzees integrate these individuals
into an appropriate social group or place
them in alternative facilities that have the
capacity to meet their needs, and where
they can be integrated into such a group.
10. Ensure that all facilities develop
environmental enrichment programmes
that increase behavioural diversity,
reduce the frequency of the expression of
abnormal behaviours, increase the number
of normal behaviour patterns, and increase
the ability of individual animals to cope
with the challenges that their environment
and management present.

Introduction to
Chimpanzees

was once called the equatorial forest belt.
Due to rapid deforestation, the belt has been
eliminated, and now only fragmented patches
of forest exist. Chimpanzees can move into
other habitats including secondary re-growth
forests, open woodlands, swamp forests,
bamboo forests and open savanna.2
Four subspecies of the common chimpanzee
have been recognised (Groves, 2001).
• Central chimpanzee P. t. troglodytes, in
Cameroon, the Central African Republic,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, the Republic of
the Congo, and the Democratic Republic
of the Congo
• Western chimpanzee, P. t. verus, in
Guinea, Guinea Bissau, Mali, Senegal,
Sierra Leone, Liberia, Ivory Coast, and
Ghana
• Nigeria-Cameroon chimpanzee, P. t. ellioti
(also known as P. t. vellerosus), in Nigeria
and Cameroon
• Eastern chimpanzee, P. t. schweinfurthii, in
the Central African Republic, South Sudan,
the Democratic Republic of the Congo,
Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, Tanzania, and
Zambia

Behaviour3

Chimpanzees are our closest living relatives,
sharing more than 98 per cent of our genetic
blueprint.
They have a broad but discontinuous
distribution in equatorial Africa. They are
found in 21 countries, from Senegal in the
west to Tanzania in the East. Because of
their broad distribution, chimpanzees live in
a variety of habitats. They live in the greatest
concentrations in the rain forest areas in what

Chimpanzees live in social communities
characterised by multi-male, multi-female
fission-fusion groups ranging from 20 to
150 individuals. A fission-fusion society
consists of a large community that is broken
up into smaller, temporary subgroups.
These subgroups can contain any number
of individuals and are always changing in
size and composition. Males have a stable
dominance hierarchy and are dominant
over females. Males also remain in their
natal communities while females, in general,
emigrate at adolescence, when they are
between nine and 14 years old. While males
within the same group are highly gregarious,
females live a more solitary life, spending 65%
of their time alone with their offspring within a
core area.
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Parental Care4
Most chimpanzee parental care is the
responsibility of the mother. This care is
critical to the survival and emotional health
of youngsters (Goodall 1986). Chimpanzee
infants and juveniles benefit from the close
relationship with their mothers in terms of
food, warmth, protection, and the opportunity
to learn skills. There is also evidence that a
young chimpanzee achieves rank according
to his or her mother’s status (Goodall 1986;
Boesch & Boesch-Achermann 2000).
During the first year of life, infant chimpanzees
maintain almost continual contact with their
mothers. By the age of two, they begin
to travel and sit independently within five
metres of their mothers and this corresponds
to a decrease in nursing and the onset of
independent eating and play behaviour (Bard
1995; Coe 1990). Not until three years of age
do young chimpanzees venture more than five
metres from their mothers, and between ages
four and six, the period of infancy ends with
weaning (Bard 1995).
During the juvenile period, from about six to
nine years old, chimpanzees remain close
to their mothers but play independently and
have greater social interactions with other
community members. Adolescent females
spend some of their time moving between
groups and are supported by their mothers
during agonistic encounters while adolescent
males spend more time with adult males in
social activities such as boundary patrols and
hunting parties (Bard 1995).

Diet
The chimpanzee diet consists mainly of fruit,
and a chimpanzee may spend up to 78% of
its feeding time eating fruit pulp. Chimpanzees
are highly specialised frugivores. In addition to
eating fruit, chimpanzees also feed on leaves,
seeds, pith, bark, stems and blossoms.
They supplement their mainly vegetarian
diet with insects, birds and birds’ eggs; they

may even hunt and kill smaller mammals for
meat. Their most common prey is the red
colobus monkey.5 Other prey items include
blue duikers, bushbucks, red-tailed monkeys,
yellow baboons and warthogs. Chimpanzees
spend about 40-60% of their active time
feeding and a lot of time moving from one
food source to another.6

Conservation status
The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species lists
chimpanzees as endangered.7 Chimpanzees
have gone extinct in four of their 25 range
countries.8 Today, researchers estimate the
wild population of chimpanzees to be roughly
between 172,000 and 300,000 individuals.
This is in stark contrast to the perhaps 1
million chimpanzees that inhabited equatorial
Africa at the turn of the 20th century.9
The biggest threats to chimpanzees are
habitat loss, the commercial bushmeat trade,
the illegal exotic pet trade, the trade in wild
caught chimpanzees for the zoo industry, and
infectious diseases. Habitat loss is a result
of the conversion of land for agriculture and
competition for limited natural resources, such
as firewood. This, in addition to commercial
logging and mining, has left small and
unconnected patches of chimpanzee habitat.
These patches leave chimpanzee populations
isolated and vulnerable. Commercial logging
and mining also creates roads through remote
forests, increasing accessibility of hunters into
once inaccessible forests. Adult chimpanzees
are hunted to be sold as bushmeat and,
although the pet trade is illegal in all range
countries, orphaned infants are sold into the
illegal exotic pet trade industry. In recent
years, a demand for wild born chimpanzees
has also developed from within the zoo
industry.
Current trends show that African ape
populations will decline by an additional 80%
in the next 30 to 40 years. This means that we
have about a generation and a half to correct
the trend or these magnificent creatures will
become extinct.10
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Chimpanzees in Chinese captive wild
animal facilities
Fifty-one facilities are known to house
chimpanzees (appendix two). These animals
are managed in a variety of different ways. In
many situations, their management is likely to
be leading to them experiencing poor welfare.

Animal management and its contribution
to welfare
An animal’s ‘welfare’ refers to the feelings
and sensations the animal experiences within
itself. These ‘feelings and sensations’ are
known as affective states (Mellor & Reid,
1994), (appendix three).
• An animal can be said to be experiencing
‘negative’ welfare when it is experiencing
negative affective states, e.g., fear, hunger,
pain. These are states that the animal is
motivated to minimise.
• An animal can be said to be experiencing
‘positive’ welfare when it is experiencing
positive affective states, e.g., confidence,
comfort, reward. These are states the
animal is motivated to experience.
In captivity, good welfare practice can be
regarded as minimising negative states
while promoting positive states. An animal’s
welfare state varies along a spectrum from
poor welfare to good welfare depending upon
whether, or not, the management conditions
satisfy an individual animal’s needs. The way
in which an animal in captivity is managed
will have a direct impact upon that individual
animal’s welfare. Changes in an animal’s
physical and behavioural circumstances can
either directly improve or directly decrease its
welfare state.

captive wild animal facilities are ill equipped to
meet these complex needs.
Inappropriate management regimes observed
through direct investigations and documented
within the media present an important risk to
the health and welfare of many chimpanzees
in China.

Social isolation
Twenty-two facilities11 were identified as
housing adult chimpanzees in isolation.
Housing social species such as chimpanzees
in solitary confinement causes significant
welfare problems. The lack of social
interaction, represents a severe stressor for
individuals that are highly social by nature, the
resulting stress can have short-term as well
as long-term behavioural and physiological
effects. Through time this can induce poor
welfare by compromising health, altering
brain function, and lowering life expectancy
(Harris, 2007). Normal behaviour gives way
to a higher percentage of inactivity and/or
increased abnormal behaviour, i.e. self-injury,
and stereotypies (Mason, 1991a).

Chimpanzees are highly social, intelligent
animals with complex behavioural,
psychological, physiological and social needs.
Animal management staff in many Chinese
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Such situations have been observed within
several socially isolated individuals. Visits
to Kunming Zoo12 documented a lone
chimpanzee during periods of extensive
inactivity. A visit to Taiyuan zoo13 saw an
agitated isolated male displaying aggressively
towards the visitors and a second isolated
individual, who appeared to have suffered
a significant amount of hair loss, sitting
motionless and being unresponsive to the
stimuli from the neighbouring enclosures. A
young chimpanzee at Beijing Wild Animal
Park,14 also with significant hair loss, was
observed plucking his hair and jumping
against a concrete wall inside of a barren
indoor enclosure.

Early removal from mothers and family
groups
In several facilities15 infant chimpanzees
have been removed from their mothers to be
displayed in nurseries for the public. In some
situations these individuals were also available
to the public for photo opportunities.

Removing infants from their mothers is likely
to cause both immediate and long term
welfare problems for the infants. Orphaned
chimpanzees and/or chimpanzees raised in
an inappropriately unstimulating environment,
are less socially competent than chimpanzees
who are reared by their mother, and much
more likely to develop behavioural problems
and stereotypy as they age (Chidester et al,
2013), (Cirulli et al 2003).
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Infants that are hand-reared are also less likely
to breed successfully as adults (King et al,
1994). To increase breeding success rates,
female chimpanzees should be reared by their
own mothers and have an opportunity to have
observed maternal behaviour in a social group
comprising mature individuals and infants
(Abello et al, 2006). This gives the females
the opportunity to observe and learn how
to care adequately for their own offspring.
Just like in humans, chimpanzee mothers are
important for the development of adequate
social skills in their offspring, preparing them
for challenges that are very important for
successful group-living.
Anecdotal information obtained from Chinese
zoo staff suggests that infants that have
grown up without their parents lack the
social skills needed to be able to deal with
introductions to new chimpanzees, resulting
in negative interactions which subsequently
results in the individuals being separated from
each other. This presents the very real risk
that future hand-reared chimpanzees will end
up living in social isolation as they mature as
they do not have the social skills necessary to
adapt to social group living.
Infants that have been removed from their
mothers have been observed within several
facilities.
Chimpanzee ‘Coco’ was born in early 2014
at Chimelong Safari Park in Guangzhou.
Coco was hand reared and subsequently
exhibited alongside a baby orang-utan for
the public to have their photos taken with. In
2015, Coco became a national TV celebrity
when she was used in a Chinese national
‘reality’ TV programme ‘Wonderful Friends’.
The TV show caused both Chinese national
and international concern and condemnation
(appendix four) due to the promotion of
inappropriate messages to the public, and the
detrimental welfare of the animals used within
the programme.

Dalian Zoo has hand-reared several infant
chimpanzees, the most recent a baby called
‘Dior’ born in July 2015.16 A news report17
shows infant chimpanzees dressed in baby
clothes and refers to their human mothers
suggesting they have been removed from their
natural mothers and hand-reared.
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Transfer of animals
Infants and adults are being transferred
between zoos as part of established zoo
breeding practices. This is likely to cause the
individual animals a significant amount of
stress as they are removed from their familiar
surroundings, and in some cases, their
conspecifics (members of the same species),
and expected to integrate with individuals at
other zoos that they have no family or social
bonds with.

Barren environments
Many chimpanzees are housed in barren,
featureless environments. The indoor living
environment for the chimpanzees at six18
facilities and both the indoor and the outdoor
living environment for the chimpanzees
at Tianjin zoo consists of empty concrete
enclosures. Chimpanzees at a further seven
facilities19 are housed in concrete and bar
cages with either a small climbing apparatus,
a rock formation, or a single tyre within their
enclosure to allow them to climb upon.

The effect of housing animals in sterile
enclosures can lead to animals performing
stereotypic behaviours, and the lack of
appropriate enrichment is associated with an
increase in social aggression in apes (Maple,
1979), (Clarke et al 1982).

Such transfers may take place numerous
times over the course of an individual’s life
time. A female chimpanzee20 at Guangzhou
Zoo, was sent to Shijiazhuang Zoo to breed
with a male in 2001. She was later returned
to Guangzhou. In 2004, she was transferred
to Beijing Zoo to be paired with a successful
breeding male. She stayed in Beijing for
three years21 before being returned to
Guangzhou. Both breeding attempts have
been unsuccessful and as of 2016 she lives a
solitary life within Guangzhou Zoo.

In some cases, infants have been transferred
between zoos at an age when they need
the support of a stable social environment
to provide them with the skills they need to
develop into well-adjusted adults, regardless
of whether this is being provided by the
natural parents or human carers. Three
infants22 born at Shanghai Zoo in 2006 were
all transferred to Shanghai Wild Animal Park
within the first year of their lives. Two infants23
born at Beijing Zoo in January 2006 were
transferred to Chengdu Zoo in September
2007.24
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Visitor behaviours
Animals in captivity can be subjected to
stressful situations if they are not provided
with appropriate environments in which they
can avoid stressful encounters with members
of the public.

Inappropriate temperature
Chimpanzees have evolved to live within
a specific temperature range.25 This range
should be replicated for individuals held in
captivity to ensure they do not suffer from
poor welfare due to the climatic conditions of
the area that they are housed in.
Temperatures range significantly across
Chinese cities and between the seasons,
the temperatures within the North and
North-Eastern cities of China are a particular
cause for concern for the housing of animals
that have evolved to live within a tropical
environment, as they are likely to be below the
minimum temperature range for chimpanzees
for much of the year.
Individuals at both Chongqing Zoo, and
Qingdao Zoo were observed lying on the top
of heaters within their enclosures to keep
warm during the winter months, suggesting
that their environment is ill-equipped to meet
their physiological needs.

In 2014 a visitor at the chimpanzee enclosure
at Hefei Wildlife Park was observed shooting
a chimpanzee with a slingshot. A video 26 of
the incident documents a man beckoning
the chimpanzee towards him only for him to
deliver further shots at the chimpanzee when
he approached.
In 2014 a chimpanzee at Fuzhou zoo became
seriously ill27 after it ate a battery that had
been thrown into the enclosure by a visitor.
The zoo reported that the chimpanzee
suffered from heavy metal poisoning.
Proximity to, and social interactions with,
humans are known to induce stress for many
species, particularly primates (Fernandez et
al, 2009). Incidents such as this are likely to
be causing individual chimpanzees in Chinese
facilities a significant amount of stress.

Use in entertainment
Chimpanzees at 11 facilities28 have been
observed performing in circus performances.
The welfare of these individuals is likely to
be severely compromised by their training,
performances, and living conditions.
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Animals used in circuses often suffer physical
abuse as they are forced to perform tricks
using physical punishment as a training
method. An abusive incident, observed at
Guangzhou zoo29, occurred when an infant
chimpanzee refused to leave its cage during
a performance, a trainer was subsequently
observed hitting the individual with a metal
bar and the chimpanzee was heard vocalising
due to the abusive treatment. No direct
incidents of physical abuse were observed
within the public arenas during investigations
but many individuals were being asked to
perform behaviours that are unnatural and
they are only likely to perform due to fear of
their handlers.
At Yangcheng Safari Park30, an infant
chimpanzee was forced to wear roller skates
and skate around an arena. The individual was
then engaged in a mock fight with one of the
human performers. A second infant was also
paraded around the arena and both appeared
to be agitated and showing signs of stress.
At Shanghai Wild Animal Park31, two infant
chimpanzees dressed in clothes were forced
to play guitars and balance on seesaws while
an adult chimpanzee was forced to ride a
bicycle around an arena.

In addition to the stress of performing,
performance animals are often housed in
small cages close to the performance arena,
providing trainers with easy access to the
individuals for the shows and for training
sessions. Such housing rarely provides
them with conditions that meet their specific
physical and behavioural needs. The young
chimpanzee seen to be abused at the
Guangzhou zoo was housed in a barren 3 x 6
feet wire cage on the edge of the performance
arena.

Inappropriate promotional activities with
the general public

Infant chimpanzees are being used for close
contact interactions with the public, and a
number of facilities have been documented
taking individual chimpanzees into public
areas to promote their activities.
Infant chimpanzees ‘Coco’ at Guangzhou
Chimelong Safari Park and ‘Bobo’ at
Shanghai Wild Animal Park were both
exhibited within their respective zoos for the
public to take photos with them.
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Media reports32 33 document a young
chimpanzee at Wuxi zoo being paraded
around the public area of the zoo on the back
of a horse and on a bicycle to promote the
‘animal circus’ performances.

The reality of life for many of these individuals
is extensive periods spent in small cages
and in social isolation. They are separated
from their mothers at a very young age and
habituated to human contact, in doing so they
are denied the social contacts they require
from their own families, leading to a lifetime
of psychological and physical issues for the
individuals involved.
Members of the public were observed
interacting with these infants, yet these
people have little idea of how to safely handle
an animal such as an infant chimpanzee, and
the dangers they expose themselves to by
being in such close proximity.

Use of chimpanzees in reality TV
programmes
In 2015, close contact activities with
chimpanzees received a significant amount of
TV promotion, featuring on Chinese national
TV programmes.

Chimpanzees from three zoos34 and a
circus35, have been paraded through local
shopping centres, in two of these cases36 this
was to actively promote the import of these
infant chimpanzees from Africa.

In January 2015, Hunan TV partnered with
Chimelong Safari Park to develop a celebrity
reality TV show called, Wonderful Friends. The
programme placed celebrities into the position
of animal keepers and trainers at the park.
The main chimpanzee ‘star’ was infant Coco,
and scenes observed within the programme
were likely to have caused Coco some degree
of stress. Coco was placed next to his father,
an individual he had not had any contact
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with previously, Coco expressed obvious
signs of distress and the male chimpanzee
reacted negatively towards both the infant
and the TV crew. Coco, dressed in jeans
and a pullover, was also sat next to a bear
cub during one scene. The cub attempted to
strike Coco, who in turn chased the cub. The
TV programme makers demean the animals
during the incident, placing a speech bubble
above Coco’s head reading: “No more talk.
Let’s fight”. Also, one of the TV celebrities
was bitten by Coco during the filming of the
programme.

This programme received a significant amount
of Chinese national and international criticism
(appendix four). Tens of thousands of Chinese
nationals also criticised the programme via
the social media network, weibo, demanding
its cancellation.
In a separate case, infant chimpanzees, Bobo
and Lulu, from Shanghai Wild Animal Park
were taken out of the zoo to be filmed in a
TV studio for the Dragon TV programme Xiao
Ao Jing. Bobo and Lulu are circus performers
at the park, and both were forced to perform
tricks for the TV programme. Bobo and Lulu
were also used for close contact interactions
during the filming of a third TV programme,
Kaku Zoo.

replicate the reality TV stars, and promotes
close contact activities with wild animals at
zoos and safari parks across the country.
TV settings are an inappropriate environment
for any chimpanzee. Noise, lighting and
temperature changes in a TV studio can
cause individuals to suffer as they try to deal
with such a rapidly changing and complex
environment. The presence of strange
people and frequent handling by people that
they are not familiar with, both in their own
environment and outside of it as part of a TV
set, is also likely to cause them some degree
of stress and suffering.
All individuals, including those that have been
hand reared, remain wary of strange situations
and strange people, causing them to become
distressed when put into such situations. In
many cases, individuals may not show any
physical signs of stress and may ‘cope’ with
their situation by remaining docile and quiet,
leading us to believe they are okay when in
fact they are suffering.

Chimpanzees forced to smoke cigarettes
Incidents from 200437, 201238 39 and
201640 document four facilities41 that have
chimpanzees smoking cigarettes. It appears
from these reports that the zoos responsible
have encouraged this behaviour in their
chimpanzees. At Xinjiang Safari Park the
chimpanzee was also given a can of beer by
the zoo staff, and a report from Beijing Wild
Animal Park documents the chimpanzee
receiving cigarettes from members of the
public directly.

Promoting close contact interaction with
chimpanzees via TV shows, does very little
to promote respect and empathy for animals
or to educate people on the nature of
chimpanzees and the need for us to protect
and care for them and their wild counterparts.
It simply encourages the viewing public to
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Chimpanzee forced to perform tricks for a
drink
During a 2016 visit to the Chongqing Safari
Park, a former-performing chimpanzee was
made to perform handstands while begging
for a drink from the chimpanzee keeper and
visitors. The chimpanzee was in an enclosure
with no free access to water in hot conditions.

Litter-picking chimpanzees
Media reports from 2014 and 2015 show
chimpanzees at Beijing Wild Animal Park42
and Benxi Zoo43 collecting litter from within
their enclosures and passing the litter to
waiting keepers in exchange for fruit and drink
rewards. While this behaviour provides the
zoo with the potential to raise awareness of
the dangers posed to the health of animals
from the public throwing things into their
enclosures, carrying out the activity in full view
of the public makes this into a ‘public display’
behaviour and therefore encourages visitors
to throw litter into the enclosure to see this
behaviour continue.

(appendix five).
Chimpanzees have a life expectancy of 4050 years, but only one of these recorded
deaths is of an individual over the age of
40.44 Sixteen deaths are of individuals aged
between one and three years, and 11 deaths
are of individuals under the age of one year.
This includes the deaths of five one-day-old
infants all at Beijing Zoo.
52% of documented deaths are of individuals
10-years-old or less, and only 8.6% are
of individuals over the age of 30. This
demonstrates that many Chinese facilities do
not have the capacity to care for chimpanzees
into their adult lives, with many succumbing
before they reach adolescence.

Stress
Stress is a symptom expressed by an
individual animal, resulting from exposure of
the individual to a hostile environment. Stress
consists of external body forces that tend
to displace homeostasis, and “strain” is the
internal displacement brought about by stress
(Stott, 1981).

The Benxi Zoo keeper is also seen with her
hand entering the enclosure to retrieve the
litter from the chimpanzee, this presents
a major safety risk to the keeper. The
chimpanzee is in a potentially stressful
situation, he is held in social isolation and
is likely to be under some degree of visitor
pressure during this activity. If he decided to
take hold off and pull the keeper’s hand, she
could be very badly injured.

Premature deaths
Sixty-nine chimpanzee deaths in Chinese
zoos and safari parks have been identified
dating back as far as 1973 to the present day
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Several individual chimpanzees observed can
be described as suffering from stress, and
it is assumed that their living environment
and the way in which they have been, and
are currently managed, has resulted in the
development of such symptoms. Further
investigation into each of these cases is
required.
In 2014, a young male called ‘Tiantian’ at
Nanchang Zoo, imported into the zoo from
Africa in 2009, was reported exhibiting
aggressive behaviours towards others
chimpanzees and throwing rocks at visitors
and staff. Tiantian spent time sitting alone,
self-grooming and appeared to staff and
visitors to be unhappy.45
In 2013, a male called ‘Lianlian’ at Changsha
Zoo was reported to be self-mutilating
by biting his own hands.46 Lianlian is
approximately 15 years old and spent his early
years as a performing chimpanzee at Dalian
Zoo.

A female chimpanzee called ‘Laodo’, imported
to Hangzhou Zoo from Africa in 2011, is
suffering from severe hair loss. The cause of
the hair loss is unknown but this may be a
stress related symptom.47 If this is not stress
related further investigation is still required to
ascertain if her hair loss is being caused by a
hormonal inbalance, nutritional deficiency or a
parasitic infection.

Shanghai Zoo and Beijing Zoo appear to have
the most successful records. Nineteen births
have been recorded at Shanghai Zoo from
1990 to 2014, and Beijing Zoo has reportedly
had 16 births from 1999 to 2010, yet nine of
these infants have subsequently died, five of
them at just one day old.
An elderly female chimpanzee called
‘Yuanyuan’ at Wehai Zoo gave birth to infants
in both 2010 and 2012. A media report48
suggests she was 40 years old in 2012.
In the wild, female chimpanzees reach
reproductive age at approximately 13 years.
Individuals under this age are being used
to breed from within Chinese facilities.
This includes wild-born individuals at three
facilities.49
Two infants have reportedly been born to
wild-born parents, approximately 8 or 9 years
of age at Taiyuan zoo,50 a first infant was born
in 2014 but reportedly died at just one year
old. A second infant was born in early 2016, in
an enclosure with males and females and no
female appeared to take any responsibility for
the infant, therefore the infant was removed
by the zoo staff and is being hand-reared.

The desire to breed chimpanzees within
Chinese zoos has also led some zoos to use
artificial insemination. This has been reported
from Nanchang Zoo in 2009.51

Captive breeding
Eighty records of captive births, associated
with 16 facilities, have been identified from
1980 to 2016. (appendix six).
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Conservation, education and research
A 2014 paper documents Kunming Zoo’s
participation in a behavioural research study54
conducted on a solitary-housed chimpanzee
that demonstrated that the provision of
environmental enrichment positively affected
the individual’s behaviour, leading to the
individual being more active and decreasing
stereotyped and abnormal behaviours (Cao
Zhou-Yan et al, 2014).
Chinese zoos and safari parks have a
responsibility to educate the public on
issues of species and habitat conservation
relevant to the species they exhibit. They are
best placed to generate empathy for both
the individuals they house and the species
these individuals represent and through the
zoos’ actions demonstrate to the public
the importance of providing for the needs
of individual animals as well as the need
to amend our behaviours to ensure these
species survive in the wild.

In situ conservation and research
No public information could be found at any
of the 51 facilities housing chimpanzees,
concerning the facilities’ involvement with in
situ chimpanzee conservation projects.

Captivity research
A review of online research databases
located 37 research papers (appendix seven)
published between 1981 and 2015. This
research was conducted at 17 different zoos
on topics relevant to captive chimpanzee
husbandry, examining captive breeding,
hand-rearing, behaviour management, and
veterinary case studies. Sixteen of the 37
research papers from seven52 facilities are
relevant to captive breeding and hand-rearing
of infants. Six papers from five53 facilities
are specifically relevant to the provision of
environmental enrichment.

Guangzhou Zoo appears to be one of the
most active facilities with a total of nine
research papers examining captive breeding
techniques, including sperm collection
and storage plus the impacts of both
environmental enrichment and integrating
individuals, on chimpanzee welfare. A 2015
paper from Guangzhou Zoo concluded
that integrating chimpanzees helps to
improve their welfare, and a programme of
environmental enrichment is necessary to
reduce the negative interactions between
newly integrated individuals (Chen et al, 2015).
Four papers were located from Shanghai Zoo
research into captive breeding techniques and
four papers were located from Harbin Zoo
research into captive breeding, hand-rearing
and digestive disorders in chimpanzees.
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Education
The amount of information provided to the
public and its quality in terms of educational
value varies considerably between facilities.
Public information signage
Many zoos’ signage provides information on
the geographical distribution of chimpanzees,
their lifespan, diet and their conservation
status. Some zoos, including Beijing,
Chengdu, Dalian and Guangzhou, provide
additional information on chimpanzee
natural behaviours, social bonds, emotional
capacities, and extensive vocal and visual
communication behaviours. Taiyuan Zoo also
provides information on the strong motherinfant bonds that exist between chimpanzee
mothers and their young.

A sign at Beijing Wild Animal Park describes
the chimpanzees as orangutans, and tells
the public that they are the largest primate
in Africa, thus providing inaccurate and
misleading information on the species being
displayed and the geographical distribution of
orangutans.

Beijing Zoo provide visitors with details on
the use of various enrichment items within
the enclosures, including the use of soft
substrates to prevent the individuals from
being on the hard surface, and the benefits of
using enrichment, for the individual animals.
This even though the chimpanzees spend
much of their time on a hard surface with little
or no substrate.

In contrast, no educational information signs
were found at the chimpanzee enclosure at
Tianjin Zoo.

In some cases the information provided
to visitors is misleading or incorrect, while
others promote the use of chimpanzees in
medical research, and close-contact photo
opportunities.

Signs at Chengdu Zoo provide visitors with
information on the friendship between the
chimpanzee keeper and the chimpanzees
at the zoo, and promote the development of
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friendships between humans and animals.
Such descriptions have the potential to
promote the close contact opportunities
between chimpanzees and humans that can
cause many welfare problems. Chengdu
Zoo signs also inform the public that the
enclosures allow the animals to live in a
natural habitat to meet their physical and
psychological needs. This information
contrasts with the actual living conditions for
the chimpanzees at the zoo.

Official zoo websites
A website review of all facilities housing
chimpanzees was conducted to ascertain the
type of information being given to the public.

A sign at the chimpanzee enclosure at
Guangzhou Zoo tells visitors that the solitary
female, Manli, has been part of several
unsuccessful attempts to breed her with
males in both Beijing and Shijiazhuang Zoos.
The sign refers to her as a ‘leftover girl’. A
second sign at Guangzhou Zoo shows photos
of five imported chimpanzees from Guinea
and provides birth dates for each of the
individuals. This information is misleading as
it is known that these individuals were wildcaught and therefore these birth dates cannot
be known by the zoo.

A sign at Shijiazhuang zoo informs visitors
that chimpanzees are the closest relatives
to humans in terms of physiology, and this
makes them ideal experiment animals for
medical research, psychology and spaceflight.

Some zoos provided
no information on
chimpanzees at all,
while others provided
general information on
chimpanzee biology
and the individual
chimpanzees at the
zoo.
Some zoos provide misleading information to
the public. The website of Hefei Wildlife Park55
promotes ‘Wan Star’, their young chimpanzee
as being able to ride bicycles. The Jinan Zoo
website56 states that chimpanzee infants
imported into the zoo from the wild in July
2010, were both rescued from hunters and
were infants that had lost their social groups
in the wild. This issue is discussed in more
detail later in this report, but it is accepted
by all parties that the imported infant
chimpanzees were captured from the wild
to supply the zoos specifically and were not
‘rescued’ by the zoos.
Zoos with their many millions of visitors,
are ideally placed to raise awareness of the
conservation concerns faced by chimpanzees.
They have the potential to educate the
Chinese public on threats facing free-ranging
chimpanzee populations and actions they
can take to help conserve chimpanzees in the
wild. This opportunity is not being realised
within many of the facilities.
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National government regulations
Chinese zoos and safari parks are managed
by two national governing authorities. The
State Forestry Administration (SFA) and
the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural
Development (MHURD).
The SFA is the superior agency with the
management responsibility of all terrestrial
wild animals in all institutions in China. The
traditional zoos are managed at a national
level by the MHURD and provincially by the
Municipal Gardening Bureau’s. The safari
parks are managed directly by the SFA.
The China Association of Zoological Gardens
(CAZG) is a membership organisation which
has developed under the umbrella of the
MHURD to help facilities to develop according
to the government regulations and standards.
The SFA, the MHURD and the CAZG have
issued policies and standards relevant to the
management of captive wild animals in zoos
and safari parks (appendix eight). Animal
welfare concepts have been included within
these policies and standards.
1. National Wildlife and Domestication
Announcement, SFA, April 201557: this
announcement bans close contact
between wild animals and visitors and
bans the use of animals in abusive animal
performances.
2. CAZG ‘Code of Management’ April 2014
• Section 3.2.4 states: the exhibits of
animals should be designed imitating the
natural habitat, and include environment
enrichment.
• Section 3.2.6 states: Social animals live
together in groups in the wild, such social
structure is the outcome of long periods
of evolution. If social animals are housed
solitarily, they will become stressed and
can die. Social animals should not be
solitary housed.
• Section 5.1.1 states: the enrichment

should include environmental enrichment,
social enrichment, cognitive enrichment
and feeding enrichment. The enrichment,
training and behavioural observation plan
should be made according to the animal’s
natural history.
3. CAZG Ethics & Animal Welfare Convention
2012: Section 4 states that zoos shall not
accept illegal wild-caught animals.
4. MHURD ‘Guidance on further
strengthening zoo regulation’ 2010:
section 2.4 states that zoos should provide
enclosures which meet the behavioural
needs of the animals, and zoos must
protect animals from disturbance or
irritation, and section 3.1 bans the use of
animals in abusive animal performances.
Many facilities are operating in contravention
of these national regulations:
Eleven58 facilities that use chimpanzees in
animal performances are in contravention
of SFA, National Wildlife & Domestication
Announcement of April 2015, and the MHURD
‘Guidance on further strengthening zoo
regulation’ 2010, section 3.1.

Six59 facilities have used chimpanzees in
close contact photo sessions in contravention
of SFA, National Wildlife & Domestication
Announcement of April 2016.
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Twenty60 facilities have contravened the
CAZG Animal Welfare Convention, Section 4,
by importing wild-caught chimpanzees with
falsified CITES documents.

Thirty-two61 facilities that are housing
chimpanzees in social isolation and/or in
barren concrete and bar enclosures, or
have allowed visitors to cause stress to the
chimpanzees, are in contravention of the
MHURD ‘Guidance on further strengthening
zoo regulation’ 2010, section 2.4, and CAZG
‘Code of Management’ April 2014 sections
3.2.4, 3.2.6 & 5.1.1

The trade in live
chimpanzees

Chimpanzees are listed under Appendix I of
CITES62 and as such all import, export, and
re-export between CITES member countries is
authorised through a licensing system. Each
Party to the Convention has a designated
Management Authority (MA) in charge of
administering that licensing system and a
Scientific Authority (SA) to advise them on the
effects of trade on the status of the species.63
Between 2006 and 2014, the CITES
trade database reports the import of 132
chimpanzees into China (appendix nine). It is
widely recognised by both Chinese national
and by international authorities that most of
these imported chimpanzees were captured
from the wild.
To obtain chimpanzees for trade, poachers
capture infants from wild populations, this
illicit trade in live chimpanzees represents a
considerable threat to the species’ survival.
The trade and its impact on wild chimpanzee
populations is internationally recognised and
documented within a 2013 GRASP/UNEP
report64
‘Stolen Apes - The Illicit Trade in
Chimpanzees, Gorillas, Bonobos and
Orangutans. A Rapid Response Assessment’:
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‘organized illicit dealers increasingly target
great apes as part of a far more sophisticated
and systematic trade. They use trans-national
criminal networks to supply a range of
markets, including the tourist entertainment
industry, disreputable zoos, and wealthy
individuals who want exotic pets as status
symbols. Great apes are used to attract
tourists to entertainment facilities such as
amusement parks and circuses. They are
even used in tourist photo sessions on
Mediterranean beaches and clumsy boxing
matches in Asian safari parks.’

infants separated from their families are less
socially competent than chimpanzees who
were reared by their mother, and much more
likely to develop behavioural problems and
stereotypy as they age. Just like in humans,
chimpanzee mothers are important for the
development of adequate social skills in their
offspring, preparing them for challenges that
are very important for successful group-living
(Chidester et al, 2013), (Cirulli, F. et al, 2003).
Infants that are raised without their mothers
are also less likely to breed successfully as
adults (King et al, 1994).

The report references the international
demand for live animals as a significant threat
to the survival of great apes and refers to the
specific role played by Asian safari parks and
entertainment facilities.

Therefore, the removal of infants from their
mothers and family groups is likely to have a
detrimental impact upon them physically and
psychologically.

A review of the capture practices of wildlife
traders in West Africa in the 1970s estimated
that for every live captive infant chimpanzee
taken from the wild, five to 10 chimpanzees
were killed (Teleki 1980). The social structure
and size of chimpanzee communities often
results in the hunters killing large numbers of
adult chimpanzees, to be sold as bushmeat,
in the process of capturing a single infant.

Animal welfare implications
Many chimpanzee adults are slaughtered
while defending infant chimpanzees from
poachers. Animals left behind are likely to
experience a significant amount of stress
due to the invasive nature of the poachers
and potential fear and distress due to the
experience and what they witnessed.
Chimpanzees form strong social bonds
and the removal of both adult and infant
individuals from a group is likely to have a
long-term negative impact upon individuals
left within the group. The removal of infant
chimpanzees from their mothers causes both
immediate and long-term welfare problems
for the infants. They will experience a
significant amount of fear and stress during
the capture and transportation process, and

Animal management staff in many Chinese
captive wild animal facilities are ill equipped to
meet the complex behavioural, physiological
and social needs of both infant and adult
chimpanzees. Several facilities already
house lone adult chimpanzees who have
been separated due to the inexperience
of the animal managers to manage these
animals in social groups. Many of the wildcaught infant chimpanzees have also been
observed performing in circus style animal
performances at Chinese facilities. Animals
often suffer physical and psychological abuse
as they are forced to perform tricks using
dominance, fear and in some cases abuse.
The use of these infants in such animal
performances is likely to negatively affect both
their short and long-term welfare.
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Source code
The chimpanzees were imported into China
with CITES permits declaring that 118 of the
122 chimpanzees originating from African and
Middle Eastern countries were captive-bred.
Most of these were imported from Guinea.

The role of Chinese captive wild animal
facilities
Chinese facilities have played a significant
part in this trade, and subsequently within the
loss of large numbers of wild chimpanzees.
Country

Guinea

Number Purpose Source
exported
Code
Code
to China
104

Z

C

Syria

8

Z

C

Germany

7

Z

C

Chad

6

Z

C

Sierra Leone

4

Z

W

Sri Lanka

2

Z

C

Japan

1

Z

F

Table 1: Import of Chimpanzees into China from 2006
to 2014 and CITES import codes

Purpose code
Z – Zoo
Source code
C - Animals bred in captivity in accordance
with Resolution Conf. 10.16 (Rev.), as well as
parts and derivatives thereof, exported under
the provisions of Article VII, paragraph 5, of
the Convention
F - Animals born in captivity (F1 or
subsequent generations) that do not fulfil the
definition of ‘bred in captivity’ in Resolution
Conf. 10.16 (Rev.), as well as parts and
derivatives thereof.
W - Specimens taken from the wild.
132 chimpanzees are reported to have arrived
in China from 2006 to 2014.

A CITES mission to Guinea in 2011 found
that 69 chimpanzees had left the country
in 2010 alone, all destined for China. No
captive chimpanzee breeding facility exists in
Guinea and it is widely accepted that these
individuals were taken from the wild in Guinea
and neighbouring countries.65
Four individuals reportedly imported from
Sierra Leone were registered with the CITES
authorities as being ‘wild-caught’ and as such
this trade should not have been authorised by
either the importing or the exporting authority.
Under CITES regulations trade in wild-born
Appendix I species can be authorised only
under exceptional circumstances, of which
the trade from African and Middle Eastern
countries to Chinese facilities would not apply.
As such this trade has violated a fundamental
principle of the CITES convention (appendix
ten).
Import purpose
All of the 122 chimpanzees exported from
African and Middle Eastern countries were
imported with a ‘z’ code and investigations
have identified 86 individuals in 20 facilities66
in China.
Under CITES regulations, a CITES Appendix 1
species can be imported for non-commercial
purposes only. The Convention does not
define the term ‘commercial purposes’,
but does provide a recommendation for
interpretation by member states (appendix
eleven).
Member states are encouraged to define
‘commercial’ purposes’ as ‘those that obtain
economic benefit, and provide a service’,
and member states are encouraged to define
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this purpose ‘… as broadly as possible so
that any transaction which is not wholly
‘non-commercial’ will be regarded as
‘commercial’. In transposing this principle to
the term ‘primarily commercial purposes’, it is
agreed that all uses whose non-commercial
aspects do not clearly predominate shall
be considered to be primarily commercial
in nature, with the result that the import of
specimens of Appendix I species should not
be permitted’
The recommendation also states that ‘The
burden of proof for showing that the intended
use of specimens of Appendix I species is
clearly non-commercial shall rest with the
person or entity seeking to import such
specimens’.
Several of these chimpanzees are now in the
‘ownership’ of commercial operations that
operate circus animal shows under contract
Zoo

within zoos and safari parks in China67. These
shows are purely for entertainment value; in
many cases they misrepresent the species
they exhibit by forcing them to carry out
unnatural tricks and behaviours which serve
no educational benefit to the viewing public.
The import of these individuals has been
approved by the China CITES MA despite
these animals being used for ‘commercial
purposes’ and thus in the opinion of the
author, the China CITES MA is in breach of the
CITES regulations.

Location of wild caught individuals
Investigations have located 86 of the 122
chimpanzees reportedly imported from Africa
and the Middle East into Chinese facilities
between 2006 and 2014. These are listed in
Table 2.

Number of chimpanzees
imported

Date of import

4

Mar & Apr 2009

3

Aug 2010

Changsha Ecological Park

4

Jan 2011

Dalian Forest Zoo

9

Jul 2009 & Jun 2010

2

Apr 2009

6

Feb & Sept 2011

6

Mar 2010

1

Aug 2009

4

Jul 2010

6

Sept 2009 & Jul 2010

Nanjing Hongshan Forest Zoo

3

Dec 2008

Nanning Zoo

3

Aug 2010

2

Sept 2013

4

Sept 2012

6

Sept 2011 & March 2013

9

Feb 2009

5

Mar 2009 & Sept 2010

3*

2007 and 2009

Yangcheng Safari Park

4

Sept 2010

Yangzhou Zoo

2

Apr 2009 & Sept 2010

Beijing Wild Animal Park
Changchun Zoo

68

69

70

Fuzhou Zoo71

Guangzhou Zoo72

Hangzhou Zoo

73

74

Hefei Wildlife Park
Jinan Zoo75 76

Nanchang Zoo77

78

Nanshan Zoo79

Qingdao Zoo80 81
Shanghai Wild Animal Park
Taiyuan Zoo

83

Wuxi Zoo

Xinjiang Safari Park84

85

82

Table 2; The location of 85 imported chimpanzees (and 1 bonobo) in Chinese zoos and safari parks
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Due to the lack of a publicly available
database on the trade and life histories
of chimpanzees in Chinese captive wild
animal facilities, this information has been
collected via internet searches and direct
communications with zoo staff. In 2015, an
information disclosure application, requesting
details of chimpanzee imports into China, was
submitted to the SFA but a response stated
that such information could not be provided
(appendix twelve). This data is therefore
unlikely to represent all the chimpanzee
imports that have taken place during the
investigative period.
Of the 86 individuals identified, 12 are
believed to have subsequently died. Ten of
these 12 individuals are believed to have died
within three months of their arrival in China.

The China CITES SA were therefore under
obligation to conduct a ‘non-detriment
finding’ on each of the permit applications for
the import of chimpanzees into China. Only
when the SA has approved that the import
would not be detrimental to the survival of the
species, is the MA able to issue the import
permit. Despite several requests the nondetriment finding reports relevant to these
permit applications have not been made
available for review and analysis.
The approval process for the import of the
chimpanzees into China occurred despite the
backdrop of an international investigation into
the activities of one of the major exporting
countries, Guinea, and questions being
asked by animal protection and conservation
organisations about the legality of these
imports at the secretariat level.
The summary below provides a timeline
of events relevant to the import of the
chimpanzees between 2006 and 2014, and
the investigation into the activities of the
CITES authorities.

Analysis of imports and the role of CITES
To import these chimpanzees into China
required both the China CITES MA and China
CITES SA to approve each import application.
Subsequently each permit approval is logged
with the CITES secretariat. Therefore, three
levels of administration oversee the import of
CITES listed species.
Non-Detriment Findings (appendix thirteen)
For CITES Appendix 1 species the CITES
convention (Article III, para 3a) requires that
an import permit shall only be granted when
the SA of the state of import has advised
that the import will be for purposes that are
not detrimental to the survival of the species
involved.

Timeline of relevant events
In April 2006 CITES issued ‘Alert number
22’86 advising CITES members that: ‘(…)
invalid permits had allegedly been issued by
the CITES Management Authority of Guinea
and which were used to facilitate illicit trade,
particularly involving live birds’.
In April 2007 CITES issued Notification to the
Parties No. 2007/01487 (appendix fourteen);
advising CITES Parties that, further to Alert
number 22 ‘It appears that illicit trade [from
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Guinea] using such [invalid] documents are
continuing. [As a result] Parties are reminded
to carefully check that the correct information
regarding the office designated to issue CITES
documents authorizing trade from Guinea is
contained in box 6 of any permit or certificate
that is presented. Details of the only office
authorized to issue permits and certificates,
as well as the corresponding information
found on the invalid forms, are contained in
Alert No. 22. If a permit or certificate specifies
any other office, it should be rejected. Any
specimens presented for import, or found
in transit, that are accompanied by such a
document should be seized. In case of doubt,
Parties are encouraged to seek confirmation
from the CITES Management Authority of
Guinea. Any suspect CITES documents
apparently originating from Guinea should be
reported to the Secretariat’.
Despite the 2006 alert and the 2007
notification providing clear caution to all
CITES parties, including China, with regards
to the issuing of ‘invalid’ permits from Guinea,
two chimpanzees were imported into China
from Guinea in 2007 (appendix nine), and a
further eight chimpanzees were imported into
China from Guinea in 2008 (appendix nine).
All such imports were registered as captive
born individuals despite no CITES registered
captive breeding facility for chimpanzees
existing in Guinea.
In September 2008, the CITES Secretariat
published an additional six-page internal
alert to CITES Parties ‘on combating the illicit
trade in great apes’88 ‘Great apes’ were also
an agenda item at the 14th Conference of the
Parties to CITES in The Hague, and the 57th
and 58th meetings of the CITES Standing
Committee in Geneva in July 2008 and July
2009 respectively.
This additional alert provided further reasons
for CITES authorities, including China CITES,
to question any great ape import application.
Despite this heightened sense of alert with
regards the trade in great apes, despite all

parties being aware that Guinea was issuing
invalid permits, and China was importing
chimpanzees using a ‘c’ code, no decision
was made by the secretariat to question
China about these imports. A further 29
chimpanzees were reportedly exported from
Guinea into China in 2009 (appendix nine),
and an additional 61 chimpanzees were
reportedly exported from Guinea to China in
2010 (appendix nine).
On the 30th June 2011 the CITES Secretariat
published a public statement89 on the ape
trade from Guinea to China (appendix fifteen).
On the 19th September 2014, a meeting
between concerned individuals,90 and the
China CITES MA took place in Beijing to
discuss the chimpanzee imports (appendix
sixteen). During this meeting a China CITES
official, Dr Zhou Zhihua stated that ‘Our
regulations of importing animals from Africa
are very strict. Usually when a zoo applies
to import, it has to apply to the local forestry
department first and the application has
to be submitted through different layers of
authorities. The work of CITES MA is not the
work of a certain bureau or department. The
office represents a country to deal with the
applications. We confirm each application
regarding Africa. Only when we confirm it’s
valid, can we approve it. When we receive
an application, it’s impossible that we fly to
that country to investigate. All we can do is
confirm with them again and again whether
the permits they issued are really valid.
Sometimes we even asked them twice or
three times, and they replied that the permits
were valid and then we approve them. More
than 10 years ago, the approval had to
be confirmed by the Secretariat. Later the
Secretariat, being shorthanded, announced
that they would not confirm, signatories
confirming the validity of the approval would
be OK.’
Dr Zhou also referred to a letter from the
CITES Secretariat to the Chinese CITES MA.
Dr Zhou said ‘In 2010, we received a letter
from the [CITES] Secretariat that some people
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said there were no captive breeding facilities
for chimpanzees in Guinea. The Secretariat
asked departments regarding Guinea to
be alert. Knowing that, we communicated
with the Wildlife Protection Department and
internally decided to stop importing from
Guinea. We also issued a warning to relevant
companies in case of losses. At that time, the
[CITES] Secretariat started to investigate the
matter, and reviewed relevant documents.
Later they issued a statement, made some
sanctions against Guinea and stated that what
China did during the whole process followed
the regulations.’
This statement appears to have been made
to vindicate China’s responsibility, yet it fails
to mention that the secretariat had in fact
provided a warning to all member parties via
the 2007 notification. Therefore, it raises the
important question of ‘why did it take this
letter and a total of three years (2007-2010)
before China CITES MA internally decided to
stop importing from Guinea?’
Dr Zhou later stated that ‘Each step taken
by the Chinese government follows the
regulations. Even if there were problems
with the matter, it was not the Chinese
government’s problem.’ Subsequently, on
the 24th September 2014, a second meeting
between concerned individuals,91 and
the China CITES MA took place in Beijing
(appendix seventeen). During this meeting,
Dr Zhou stated that ‘China has never issued
a permit for Appendix I species for any
commercial purposes’. These statements
appear to be further attempts by China CITES
to distance themselves from the illicit trade in
chimpanzees, even though they had issued
permits in contravention of the convention.
Dr Zhou also said that ‘A few years ago,
China imported some of them [Chimpanzees]
from Guinea and other African countries.
During that time, the Guinean government
issued several export permits (…) They were
all labelled captive breed. When confirming
those permits, we also have some doubts.
So during the 15th conference of all the
parties in 2010, we communicated with the

representatives of the Guinean government
face to face. Within two months, they
confirmed to us that the permits are ok.’ This
meeting between the parties was confirmed
during a personal correspondence between
the previous head of Guinea’s CITES MA,
Mr Ansoumane Doumboya and investigative
journalist, Karl Ammam. Mr Doumboya stated
that ‘I also met Chinese CITES officials face
to face at the CoP 15 in Doha in the presence
of a member of the General Secretariat for
the issues of fraud and tampering of great
apes; the bottom we have adopted certain
document control measures between Guinea
and China.’
This meeting allegedly took place in March
2010 yet China was subsequently recorded
as having imported a further 61 chimpanzees
from Guinea in 2010, many of whom were
apparently imported into China after the
alleged March 2010 meeting between the
Chinese, Guinean and CITES Secretariat
officials. In 2011 a further 12 chimpanzees
were imported into China, four of these
originated from Guinea. This despite claims by
Dr Zhou that no further imports from Guinea
would be allowed from 2010.
During the 61st Meeting of the CITES
Standing Committee in August 2011, ‘Great
apes’ were on the Agenda but there was
no mention of these matters in the CITES
Secretariat’s ‘Great Apes’ specific briefing
for the CITES SC61 meeting92. The [CITES
Standing] Committee (...) accepted an oral
recommendation from the Secretariat that
Guinea should be requested to issue an
invitation, by 30 November 2011, for the
Secretariat to conduct a mission to Guinea
to examine illicit trade issues.93 The CITES
Secretariat subsequently conducted a mission
to Conakry’94 from 12-14 September 201195.
The CITES Secretariat went on to advise that:
The [Guinean] officials [who the Secretariat’s
team met with during their September 2011
mission to Guinea] stated categorically that
no captive-breeding of chimpanzees was
taking place in Guinea and that no official
authorization of trade in chimpanzees for
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commercial purposes had been granted by
the government.
Subsequently the CITES Secretariat issued
Notification to the Parties No. 2011/04096
dated 26 September 2011; in which it
advised the Parties to CITES that ‘Given
the findings of the mission, and until further
notice, the Secretariat is unable to confirm
the authenticity and validity of any permit,
certificate or other documentation apparently
issued by the CITES MA of Guinea.’ The
Secretariat takes this opportunity to advise
the Parties that no commercial captivebreeding of specimens of CITES-listed
species currently occurs in Guinea. Neither
has such captive-breeding taken place in the
past. The Secretariat is aware, however, that
exports have occurred from Guinea in relation
to specimens declared as having been bred
in captivity. This trade has been in violation of
the Convention and has involved the use of
invalid and fraudulent permits and certificates.
During the 62nd Meeting of the CITES
Standing Committee in July 2012, a briefing
on ‘Enforcement Matters’ advised that
‘significant problems were identified in the
implementation of CITES’97 in the context of
its September 2011 mission to Guinea. This
statement provides confirmation that China’s
reported imports of chimpanzees from Guinea
between 2007 and 2011 were in breach of the
CITES convention.
Following these CITES statements, no further
imports of chimpanzees into China from
Guinea have been reported. In 2012 and 2013
the country of origin for chimpanzee imports
changed from Guinea to Syria and Chad.
Questions on the legality of trade in Great
Apes from Guinea were subsequently raised
with the CITES Secretariat at the Second
Council Meeting of the Great Apes Survival
Partnership (GRASP), held in Paris, France in
November 2012,98 and Great Apes Summit
held in Jackson Hole, Wyoming, United States
of America in September 2013.99

In May 2013 CITES issued Notification to
the Parties No. 2013/017100 containing the
recommendation of the Standing Committee
to suspend commercial trade in specimens
of CITES-listed species with Guinea. This
recommendation remains in effect until all
outstanding issues have been adequately
addressed.101
In July 2013, the Secretariat raised the issue
of suspected illegal trade in great apes with
the Chinese CITES MA during a meeting with
the 21 branch offices of the Management
Authority at a National CITES Retreat and
Training session in Jilin Province, China.102
The secretariat concluded that ‘… China
further noted that it had issued import
permits for great apes only after receiving
formal written verification and confirmation
of the validity of each export permit from
the Management Authority of Guinea.
China indicated that it regarded as legal the
importations of great apes from Guinea, which
it had authorized through the issuance of
import permits. The legal implications for the
importing country of learning about apparently
corrupt and fraudulent actions involved in the
issuance of CITES export permits after an
importation has taken place are determined
by government authorities in the importing
country pursuant to relevant national law.’
The Ape Alliance103 has subsequently asked
questions about the legality of the imports to
Dr Wan Ziming, China CITES MA in December
2013 (appendix eighteen) and November 2014
letters but no response has been received.
In January 2014, the CITES Secretariat issued
a Statement that was subsequently attached
as an Annex to SC65 Doc. 34.1, on the
implementation of the Convention relating to
captive bred and ranched specimens, for the
attention of the 65th meeting of the CITES
Standing Committee taking place in Geneva
in July 2014. This statement concerned the
large-scale exports of chimpanzees from West
Africa to China and the many questions that
arose consequently.104
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During a May 2014 meeting between an
undisclosed source and the China CITES MA.
The CITES MA representative was recorded
to say that the CITES Secretariat explicitly
instructed the Chinese CITES MA not to talk
to anyone about the Guinean ape situation,
and that the CITES Secretariat wrote to the
Chinese CITES MA and quite definitively
stated that the Chinese have done nothing
wrong. The Secretariat made perfectly clear
that the Chinese should not confiscate or
repatriate the apes. The China CITES MA
confirmed that they would confiscate the
Guinean apes if the CITES Secretariat issued
a resolution mandating their confiscation.
Until then, they cannot confiscate the
apes because doing so would be in direct
contravention of the instruction from the
Secretariat not to do so.

Changsha Zoo
On March 1st 2011 the Hunan Quarantine
& Inspection Bureau reported106 that four
chimpanzees had arrived from Africa and had
been in quarantine since January 17th 2011
and the quarantine period was coming to an
end. The imminent arrival of the chimpanzees
was also reported by the zoo to attract visitors
to see the new arrivals.107 The chimpanzees
were reported to be just two years old.

Outstanding issues
It is evident from this analysis that
representatives of the Chinese and Guinean
CITES management authorities and CITES
secretariat were aware of the many issues
surrounding the import/export of chimpanzees
from Guinea to China, and the Chinese
authorities were also aware of issues
surrounding the import of chimpanzees from
other African and Middle Eastern countries.
Yet despite the obvious concerns highlighted
above, the China CITES MA is yet to provide
answers to several questions that concerned
individuals have posed.
The most recent ‘questions list’ issued by
Nature University105 regarding this issue was
sent to the China CITES MA in September
2015 (appendix nineteen). As of the date of
this report’s publication, these questions
remain unanswered.

Specific cases
In addition to these specific questions,
answers are also needed on specific cases of
importation.

Subsequent investigations at Changsha
Zoo have found no ‘infant’ chimpanzees on
exhibition and no subsequent reference to
these infants within the media following the
initial articles in January 2011.
In 2014 a zookeeper at Changsha zoo told
investigators that when the chimpanzees
arrived at the zoo, a keeper become
sick and was diagnosed with ‘hepatitis’,
the chimps were then tested and two
were found to be positive, all four were
subsequently euthanised. Further discussions
with a separate source working within
the zoo industry in 2015, corroborated
this information. The second source told
investigators that in 2011 four chimpanzees at
Changsha zoo had been ‘euthanised’ due to
an illness. The nature of the illness could not
be confirmed and neither could the location of
the chimpanzees prior to their disposal. Yet it
is a reasonable assumption that this refers to
these four imported infant chimpanzees, and
if so it implies that they were destroyed before
being put on public display.
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Shanghai Wild Animal Park
In May 2010 the Shanghai Forestry Bureau
issued a permit (appendix twenty) to Shanghai
Wild Animal Park (SWAP) for the import of
eight chimpanzees. Subsequent visits to the
park and communication with park staff have
failed to locate these eight individuals and no
online information is available to suggest that
these individuals arrived at SWAP.

identified the two imported chimpanzees
and a third individual which appears to be of
similar age. This third individual is a Bonobo.

In March 2013, SWAP imported four
infants from Africa.108 These infants were
approximately two years old when they
arrived, and have been on public display
since their arrival. In July 2013 two additional
infants which appear to be of similar age to
the other four, appeared within the ‘animal
performance’ shows, and subsequently these
two chimpanzees have appeared on Chinese
TV programmes in 2015. There has been no
public record of the arrival of these additional
two chimpanzees.
There is no reference to the import of a
Bonobo into China from the CITES trade
database or within the Chinese media. While
it has not been ascertained if this individual
was imported into China as a wild-caught
individual, it is reasonable to assume this may
be the situation. A media article110 issued at
the time of import shows an infant bonobo
and an infant chimpanzee. The Bonobo is
reported111 to be the same age as the two
imported chimpanzees.

Yangcheng Safari Park

Xinjiang Safari Park
In December 2007109 Xinjiang Safari park
reportedly imported two chimpanzees from
Guinea. Subsequent visits to the zoo have

In January 2016, photographs of an infant
Bonobo dressed in clothes and used in an
animal performance at Yangcheng Safari
Park where published online. No records of
the import of Bonobos into China exist within
the CITES trade database and no zoo in
China has any record of housing Bonobos.
This individual is therefore likely to have
been imported into China in recent months
and is as yet not registered with the CITES
authorities.
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Conclusion
Captive wild animal facilities in China are
contributing to the conservation problems
chimpanzees face in the wild, and to welfare
problems associated with the display of
captive chimpanzees to the public. They
are also doing little to educate the public on
issues of species and/or habitat conservation
for chimpanzees.
Fifty-one facilities were identified as housing
either wild born or captive born chimpanzees,
or in some cases both. Many of these facilities
are managing chimpanzees in ways which are
causing suffering to various degrees. This is
despite national regulations that outlaw the
abuse of animals for entertainment purposes
and the keeping of animals in conditions that
do not allow them to express their physical
and behavioural needs.
Many facilities depict chimpanzees as
entertainers, training them to perform
unnatural behaviours and encouraging closecontact photo opportunities. Facilities are
also housing chimpanzees in social isolation
and in some cases within barren, featureless
enclosures.
These factors are likely to be having a
negative impact on the welfare of captive
chimpanzees in China, as they will lead many
to experience negative affective states, and
thus the national regulations that govern the
keeping of wild animals in captivity are not
being enforced effectively.

Thirty-six chimpanzees within Chinese
facilities have died under the age of 11 years,
and facilities continue to breed animals
despite records suggesting that mortality
rates for new-born infants are high, with 16%
of recorded deaths of infants under the age of
one year.
Facilities are also now using wild-born
individuals as breeding stock, this presents
further problems as these individuals have
been removed from their mothers and their
family groups in the wild and thus have not
developed the social and behavioural skills
necessary to care for and raise their own
infants.
Chinese zoos and safari parks are ideally
placed to raise awareness of the threats
facing free-ranging chimpanzees in their
natural habitats, and to generate empathy to
encourage individuals to act to help protect
free-ranging chimpanzee populations. Yet the
actions of several facilities to import wild born
individuals and so put further pressure on wild
populations, is contrary to this aim.
Visitors seeing animals housed within such
poor living conditions are unlikely to leave
with knowledge of species attributes, natural
behaviour and the threats that chimpanzees
face in the wild, and are therefore unlikely to
act in support of chimpanzee conservation
following such a visit. This is further
compounded by the supply of inaccurate
and in some cases, misleading information
on the ‘nature’ of chimpanzees and their
species attributes, to the visitors, and some
facilities promoting the use of chimpanzees in
entertainment practices which are detrimental
to their welfare.
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The Chinese zoo industry has actively
participated within the illegal trade in wild
caught infant chimpanzees and is complicit
in the suffering caused by poachers using
capture methods that are known to cause
stress and fear in free-ranging individuals,
and which lead to the death of many adult
chimpanzees killed while defending their
offspring and family members. Such captures
disrupt natural social groups, and have a
negative impact on the social structure of the
individuals left behind, and contribute to the
decline in the wild chimpanzee population.
The national regulations that govern the
import of wild animals into China have not
being enforced effectively. The Chinese
government as a signatory to the CITES
convention has a responsibility to ensure
that all trade in Appendix I animals is not
detrimental to the survival of the species in
the wild, and does not involve the import
of animals for ‘commercial purposes’. The
import of wild caught infant chimpanzees
into China is likely to have contributed to the
decline in the wild population and several
imported individuals are being used in
commercially-driven ‘circus shows’ thus the
authority responsible has failed in its duty to
protect an Appendix I species.
Despite evidence emerging demonstrating
that CITES export permits were issued
by non-approved personnel, the Chinese
authorities have taken no action to prosecute
those involved in brokering such deals from
the Chinese side, and no remedial action to

repatriate the wild caught individuals to the
state of export or to a rescue centre or other
appropriate facility, as advised by the CITES
convention (Article VIII, 4b).
The Chinese authorities have also failed to
respond to questions asked on the legality of
such imports or actions they intend to take to
rectify this situation, and thus it is presumed
that the authorities do not intend to take any
such action. The Chinese authorities have
also remained silent on specific importation
cases such as the disappearance of four
imported chimpanzees due to go on display
at Changsha Zoo, and media articles which
have shown an infant bonobo with an
infant chimpanzee on arrival into Xinjiang
Safari Park. Cases such as these must be
investigated by the authorities and actions
taken to both publicise the findings and to
prevent further such issues arising in the
future.
The CITES Secretariat has failed to investigate
the Chinese contribution to this trade and as
such has further compounded the problem
by not apportioning any of the responsibility
for these wild captures onto the Chinese
authorities. Despite this, the Chinese
authorities can act independently of CITES
secretariat advice and should adopt a moral
position on such imports which sees these
individuals returned to their homeland or at
the very least placed into suitable groupings
that allow them to develop the social
relationships they would have been exposed
to within the wild.
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Appendix One; Recommendations for the
management of chimpanzees in captivity
– adapted from the AZA Chimpanzee Care
Manual created by the AZA Ape Taxon
Advisory Group in Association with the AZA
Animal Welfare Committee
a. Chimpanzees should be provided with
opportunities to explore all three dimensions
of the space they occupy. Multiple pathways
and multiple strata should be provided
to increase the variability and choices of
locomotor patterns. Climbing structures must
have cross connections to allow arboreal
movement.
b. Enclosure furniture such as climbing
structures, trees, large rocks, termite mounds,
shade and weather shelters, hiding places, or
dens, should be provided to enhance habitat
complexity, reduce boredom, and encourage
a variety of behaviors.
c. The ability to engage in climbing, swinging
on limbs and vines, arboreal play, and
probing for treats is essential to the normal
physical development of infant and juvenile
chimpanzees.
d. The space offered to the chimpanzees
should promote species-appropriate
behavior, physical/mental development,
social interactions, environmental complexity,
psychological well-being, behavioral
enrichment, observation, and the opportunity
for the chimpanzees to have as much control
over their environment as possible.

e. Chimpanzees are an active species, and
environments should encourage locomotion
and exploration, while also providing
adequate areas for privacy and resting.
f. Access to outdoor environments is an
important element of long-term care of captive
chimpanzees, and such access can help to
significantly reduce abnormal behaviour (e.g.,
coprophagy, regurgitation and re-ingestion),
less yawning (a tension-related behavior), and
more self-grooming.
g. To further improve quality, some flexible
furniture needs to be installed in each night
quarter. Animals need both flexible and
permanent structures to exhibit proper motor
skills. All off exhibit areas should utilise three
dimensions by adding large tree trunks, ropes,
fire hoses, hammocks, wooden shelves, etc.,
to increase space and provide opportunities
for exercise, exploration and manipulation. All
cages are to be filled with substrate, browse,
logs and branches.
h. To further improve quality, some permanent
furniture, especially sleeping nests need to be
installed as high as possible in both on- and
off-exhibit areas.
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Appendix Two: Number of chimpanzees in Chinese zoos and safari parks and how they
are housed
Zoo

Number

Management

Source

Baoding Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Beijing Wild Animal Park

2

Housed together

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Beijing Zoo

9

Held in 4 groups (3,2,2 & 2)

Keeper at the zoo
(May 2016)

Benxi Zoo

2

Housed together

April 2016 visit

Changchun zoo

4

2 infants and 2 adults in 2 groups

Keeper at the zoo
(May 2016)

Changsha Ecological Park

3

2 housed together and 1 in
isolation

Keeper at the zoo
(May 2016)

Chengdu Zoo

Chimelong Safari Park112

2

Housed together

2014 visit

13

March 2016 visit

Chongqing Safari Park113

10 in 4 groups (2,3,3 & 2) plus 3
used in animal performance

5

2 together and 1 in isolation, plus 2
in animal performance
2 groups of 2 chimps together and
1 in isolation from June 2016 visit

2016 article
June 2016

Chongqing Zoo

2

Housed in isolation

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Dalian Forest Zoo

7

3 groups of 2 and 1 in animal
performance

2014 visit

Dongguan Xiangshi
Zoo114

2

Housed together

2014 report

Fuzhou Zoo

2

Housed together

Guangzhou Zoo115

Keeper at zoo
(May 2016)

7

4 together, 1 in isolation and 2 in
animal performance

2016 data

Guiyang Safari Park

2

Unknown

Hangzhou Safari Park

4

2 groups of 2 chimps

Hangzhou Zoo

7

Housed together

Keeper at zoo
(May 2016)

Harbin Northern Forest
Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Feb 2016 data

Hefei Wildlife Park

2

Housed together

March 2016 photos

Jinan Zoo

4

Housed together

2012

Jingdezhen Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Chimp data

Jinzhou Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Chimp data

Kunming Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Longsha Zoo

2

Housed together

August 2016

Luoyang zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Chimp data
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Nanchang zoo

6

Housed together

Nanjing Hongshan Forest
zoo
Nanning Zoo116

4

Unknown

6

2 infants housed together in 2014
video – 4 adults !!!!

2010 photos and
2014 video

Nanshan Zoo, Yantai

2

Housed together

2015 photos

Ningbo Younger Zoo

2

Unknown

Chimp data

Qingdao Zoo

5

4 infants and 1 solitary

2014 photos

Qinhuangdao Safari Park

2

Housed together

June 2016

Qinling Wildlife Park

3

1housed in isolation, 2 together

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Shanghai Zoo

12

Housed in groups

2016 visit

Shanghai Wild Animal
Park117

10

7 in a group and 3 used in Animal
performance

April 2016

Shenyang Forest Zoo
Shenzhen safari park118

2

Housed in isolation

2

Unknown

Shijiazhuang Zoo

3

1housed in isolation, 2 together

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Taiyuan zoo

10

Group of 5 (3 females and 2
males), group of 2 (male and
female) x2 – and a hand reared
baby isolated

August 2016 visit

Tianjin Zoo

2

Housed in isolation

June 2016 visit

Weihai Safari Park /
Xixiakou Wild Animal Park

4

Two groups of two chimps

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Wenzhou Zoo

2

Unknown

Wuxi Zoo

5

2 males together, 3 females
(unknown)

August 2016 visit

Xiamen Lingling Circus

4

2 together in enclosure and 2
housed in isolation

September 2016
visit

4 incl
Bonobo

3 housed together and 1 in
isolation

August 2016 visit

Yangcheng Safari Park

3

3 adults all housed in isolation

May 2016 visit

Yangzhou Zoo

2

Housed together

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Yunnan Safari Park

1

Housed in isolation

Zhengzhou Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Sept 2016

Zhuhai International Circus
at Chimelong Ocean
Kingdom

3

unknown

September 2014
visit

Zunyi Zoo

1

Housed in isolation

Zoo industry –
August 2016

Xinjiang safari park

Keeper at zoo
(May 2016)
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Appendix Three: Animal Welfare – Five
Welfare Domains Model
To ensure that the physical, psychological
and behavioural needs of captive wild animals
are being met, captive facilities must adopt
the principles of the Five Welfare Domains
(Mellor and Reid, 1994).
The five welfare domains advocate for
management practices that allow animals to
experience ‘positive affective states’.
Five Welfare Domains Model
Physical Domains’
1. Nutrition: appropriate consumption
of nutritious foods is a pleasurable
experience
Negative influences: deprivation of food
and/or water, poor quality food/water
Leading to negative states: hunger,
thirst, nausea, weakness, dizziness
Positive influences: appropriate nutrition,
readily available food
Leading to positive states: satiety,
consummatory satisfaction, reward
2. Environmental: benign conditions offering
adaptive choices and variety
Negative influences: environmental
challenge (e.g., animals in restricted
environments)
Leading to negative states: isolation,
fear, boredom, frustration
Positive influences: environmental choice
(e.g., animals in enriched, naturalistic
environments)
Leading to positive states: contentment,
affectionate companionability, security,
goal-directed engagement, curiosity

3. Health: physically sound animals enjoy
good health
Negative influences: disease, injuries
Leading to negative states: pain,
distress, discomfort, debility
Positive influences: fitness
Leading to positive states: vitality
4. Behaviour: environment-focused and
inter-animal activities are satisfying and
engaging
Negative influences: behavioural
frustration (e.g., social animal held in
isolation)
Leading to negative states: boredom,
frustration, anger
Positive influences: behavioural
expression (e.g., social animal in a secure
social group)
Leading to positive states: reward,
playfulness, calmness
The negative and positive influences
within these four domains lead to the fifth
domain, i.e., what the animal experiences
due to these influences.
Mental Domain
5. Mental or Affective State: e.g., animals
experience comfort, pleasure, interest and
confidence
Incorporation of the five welfare domains
within a captive setting would ensure
animals are managed in ways that reduce
the negative states and promote the
positive states.
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Appendix Four: Opposition to ‘Wonderful
Friends’ TV programme
We are writing to express our deep concern
regarding the television program, ‘Wonderful
Friends,’ a reality show promoting close
and unnatural contact between people
and captive chimpanzees, orangutans,
elephants, lions and other dangerous exotic
animals. The program causes us concern
on many grounds, including the detrimental
welfare of the animals, the promotion of
misleading messages on wildlife conservation,
and the potential threat to public safety.
We respectfully request the immediate
cancellation of the program and a halt to the
production of similar programs.
我们对《奇妙的朋友》表示高度关注，并就此发布本
联合声明。
《奇妙的朋友》是一个真人秀节目，它宣
扬了人和圈养的黑猩猩、红毛猩猩、大象、狮子和其
他危险外来动物之间非自然的亲密接触。这个节目
引发了我们多方面的担忧，它有损动物福利，传递
了关于野生动物保护的错误信息，并对公共健康造
成了潜在的威胁。我们在此请求节目立即停播，正
在制作中的同类节目也应停止拍摄。
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Animal Welfare
动物福利

To create entertaining story lines, the animals
are placed in potentially stressful and harmful
situations that wildlife experts believe are
contrary to their natural behaviour. On
several occasions, the animals appear visibly
distressed, particularly when handled by
inexperienced personnel. In one episode, an
infant chimpanzee was brought to “re-unite”
with his father, who had never met the infant
before. Male chimpanzees often display
aggressive tendencies toward strangers,
and the adult male in the program was seen
violently throwing rocks at the chimpanzee
infant, who was clearly upset.
为了制造“娱乐性”的故事情节，这些动物被置于潜
在的有压力和有害的环境中，野生动物专家认为这
样做违背动物的天性。在许多场景下，动物们表现
出了明显的痛苦，特别是被没有经验的人员处理
时。有一集中，一只幼年黑猩猩被安排和爸爸
“认亲”
，但爸爸之前从未见过他。雄性黑猩猩通常会对陌
生者展现出攻击倾向，节目中的这只成年雄性更是
暴力地向小黑猩猩扔石头。小黑猩猩明显感到高度
不安。

Primates have an extended juvenile period
to develop the necessary social skills they
require throughout their lives. Prolonged
isolation from fellow primates and extensive
exposure to human trainers disrupts this
natural process. This often results in socially
maladjusted animals, who may be difficult
to re-socialise because they lack normal
behavioural skills. This is particularly serious
in the case of chimpanzees and orangutans,
because infant apes used in entertainment
are deprived of normal infancy and juvenility,
and then are often “retired” after puberty, with
many decades of solitary adult life ahead.

灵长类动物的青少年时期很长，用以发展出必要的
社会技能，伴随它们一生。长时间与同伴分开，大量
与人类训练师接触，都会扰乱这个自然生长过程。
结果常常是造成动物存在社交缺陷，未来也很难再
社会化，因为它们缺乏正常的行为技能。这个现象
在黑猩猩和红毛猩猩的身上尤为严重，因为用于娱
乐的幼年猿类被剥夺了正常的婴儿期和少年期，而
且青春期过后它们就会“退休”
，等待它们的将是长
达几十年的孤独成年生活。

This program popularises live animal
performance that can inflict considerable and
lasting harm on the animals. It could further
cause the viewing public, particularly young
children, to become insensitive to the physical
and psychological pains of these animals.
这一节目推广了动物表演，会给动物施加严重且持
久的伤害。节目还能进一步让公众——特别是小孩
子——对动物生理上和心理上遭受到的痛苦变得更
加麻木。

Promotion of Wildlife
Trade
诱导野生动物贸易

Many animals used in the program are
endangered or vulnerable species such as
chimpanzees, orangutans, elephants and
lions. Portraying these animals in a “human”
context does little to promote respect and
empathy for the species or to educate people
as to the true nature of these animals. The
program actively markets these animals as
“cute pets”, dresses up infant chimpanzees
and orangutans as human babies and places
them in unnatural scenarios such as shopping
tours. Scientific research has shown that
these kinds of messages can mislead the
public into believing that great apes are not
endangered or that they make good pets.
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With the massive audience, it has reached,
“Wonderful Friends” has the potential to
stimulate widespread interest in having
great apes as pets and promote the use of
great apes and other endangered animals
in entertainment. Given the prevalence of
live animal performances in Chinese zoos
and safari parks – some of which use wildcaught chimpanzee orphans imported from
Africa under falsified permits – this is a
serious concern. Even a small demand from
the world’s fastest growing economy has
the potential to decimate remaining wild
populations.
该节目所使用的很多动物都是濒危或易危物种，比
如黑猩猩、红毛猩猩、大象和狮子。在属于人类的环
境中展示这些野生动物，很难促进人们对这些动物
产生尊敬和共情，而且也不能使人们了解这些动物
真正的天性。该节目积极地把这些动物包装成“萌
宠”
，幼年黑猩猩和红毛猩猩被打扮得像人类婴儿
一样，而且节目组还把他们带到非自然环境中，比
如带他们去购物。科学研究表明，传递这类信息能
对公众产生误导，让他们认为大猿并非濒危物种，
或者认为大猿其实是很好的宠物。因为该节目受众
广泛，所以《奇妙的朋友》有可能会刺激很多人萌生
把大猿当做宠物的想法，并且鼓励了将大猿和其他
濒危动物用于娱乐的行为。考虑到中国的动物园和
野生动物园内存在大量动物表演——其中很多表演
使用的是通过伪造证件从非洲进口的，野外捕捉的
黑猩猩孤儿——因此该节目涉及的问题不容小觑。
作为全世界发展速度最快的庞大经济体，中国哪怕
对野生动物资源产生一个微小的需求，也有可能对
仅存的野生动物种群构成毁灭性的威胁。

Public Safety Hazards
公共安全风险

Exotic animals such as chimpanzees,
orangutans, elephants, bears and lions are
non-domesticated and dangerous. Untrained

members of the public are ill-equipped to
safely handle or manage these animals and
are often unaware of the dangers to which
they are exposing themselves and their
families. Incidents of people being seriously
harmed, and in some cases killed, during
close contact with these animals are welldocumented. In addition, close contact
poses hazards to the health of the public and
the animals. Disease transmission between
humans and great apes can occur in both
directions, and zoonotic-related fatalities
among great apes are well documented in
the wild and in captivity. Despite these safety
hazards, the program actively encourages the
viewing public to engage in close contact with
these animals. In the first episode of the show,
the infant apes were brought on a shopping
tour in public stores and posed for photos
with zoo visitors, including a human child.
One chimpanzee infant became increasingly
distressed as he was handled by a female
actress, and bit her face as she was standing
next to a zoo visitor for the photo shoot.
诸如黑猩猩、红毛猩猩、大象、熊和狮子这样的野生
动物，是未经驯化并且危险的。未经训练的公众没
有能力安全地接触或管理这些动物，他们也常常意
识不到他们正将自己和家人置于何种危险之中。人
类在与这些动物近距离接触的过程中受到严重伤
害乃至死去的案例已有详尽记载。此外，这样的近
距离接触也给公众和动物们的健康带来风险。疾病
能在人类与大猿之间双向传播，无论在野生环境还
是在笼养环境下，大猿因为人畜共患传染病而致死
的案例也已有充分的记录。尽管有着上述安全隐
患，该节目仍主动鼓励旁观的公众与这些动物进行
近距离接触。在该节目的第一集里，幼猿被带进公
共购物区，并与动物园的游客合影——其中就包括
一位人类小孩。一只幼年黑猩猩在被一位女演员抱
着的时候变得格外焦虑。当一位动物园游客站在该
女演员身旁合影时，小黑猩猩咬了她的脸。
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Conclusion
结论

China is receiving negative attention from
the international community because of
”Wonderful Friends.” Given the important
conservation advances that China has made
recently – including the one-year ban on ivory
imports – we are appealing to the producers
to recognise the inherent negative outcomes
of the program and accept responsibility
before further damage is done to the country’s
reputation.
中国最近在野生动物保护上做出了重要的积极举
措——包括为期一年的象牙进口禁令；但《奇妙的朋
友》正在带来国际社会的负面关注。我们请求节目
制作方意识到该节目不可避免的负面影响，并在节
目对中国的国际声誉造成进一步伤害之前担负起
责任。

On behalf of this broad coalition of
international experts, we condemn the
‘Wonderful Friends’ program on the
grounds of animal welfare, promotion of
public misperceptions about endangered
species, and posing public safety hazards.
We respectfully request the immediate
cancellation of the program and further
limitations to the production of similar
programs.
在此，我们代表以下各界国际专家的联盟，谴责《奇
妙的朋友》节目违反了动物福利原则，促使公众对
濒危物种产生误解，鼓励全球非法野生动物贸易，
以及造成公共安全危害。我们诚挚请求这一节目立
即停播，以及限制未来类似节目的制作。

Sent on behalf
of the following
organizations:

谨代表以下组织致信:
1. Amis les Bonobo du Congo
倭猩猩之友

2. Animals Asia Foundation
亚洲动物基金

3. Association of Zoos and Aquariums
北美动物园和水族馆联合会

4. Bonobo Project
倭猩猩项目

5. Chimpanzee Species Survival Plan
黑猩猩物种生存计划

6. Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International
戴安·福茜大猩猩国际基金

7. Great Ape Survival Partnership
联合国类人猿生存合作组织

8. Humane Society International
国际人道对待动物协会

9. Humane Society of the United States
美国人道对待动物协会

10. HUTAN-Kinabatanagan Orang-utan
Conservation Programme
森林-京那巴当岸猩猩保育项目

11. Kibale Chimpanzee Project
其巴莱黑猩猩项目

12. Orangutan Foundation International
国际猩猩基金会

13. Pan African Sanctuary Alliance
非洲大猿庇护所联盟

14. Pingtung Rescue Center for Endangered
Wild Animals
屏东保育类野生动物收容中心

15. Project ChimpCARE
黑猩猩关怀项目

16. Projet Primates France
法国灵长类动物项目

17. Project to End Great Ape Slavery
终结大猿奴隶制项目

18. Sumatran Orangutan Conservation
Program
苏门答腊猩猩保育项目

19. World Association of Zoos and Aquariums
世界动物园和水族馆联合会

Please respond to Douglas Cress, Programme
Coordinator, Great Apes Survival Partnership,
Douglas Cress: grasp@unep.org

如需进一步信息，请联系联合国类人猿生存合作组
织项目协调员道格拉斯·克里斯（Douglas Cress）
，邮箱 grasp@unep.org
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Appendix Five: Chimpanzee deaths in
Chinese zoos and safari parks
Baoding Zoo

Maomao

2002

15

Baoding Zoo

No Name

2004

2 days

Beijing Wild Animal Park

----

2009

3

Beijing Wild Animal Park

----

2009

3

Beijing Zoo

Dandan

1973

9

Beijing Zoo

Bengda

1977

7

Beijing Zoo

Tuzi

1983

10

Beijing Zoo

????

1991

????

Beijing Zoo

Tailang

1994

6

Beijing Zoo

Niuniu

2000

1

Beijing Zoo

Doudou

2000

2 months

Beijing Zoo

01-1

2000

I month

Beijing Zoo

01-3

2001

1 day

Beijing Zoo

02-4

2002

1 day

Beijing Zoo

06-4

2006

1 day

Beijing Zoo

03-2

2003

1 day

Beijing Zoo

Lele

2010

2

Beijing Zoo

J10-2

2010

1 day

-----

Post 2010

------

Changchun Zoo

Kenakeli

Nov 2001

2

Changchun Zoo

Amei

Oct 2000

---

Changchun Zoo

Ajian

Jan 2012

22

Changsha Zoo

No Name

2011

2

Changsha Zoo

No Name

2011

2

Changsha Zoo

No Name

2011

2

Changsha Zoo

No Name

2011

2

Changsha Zoo

Xingzi

1990

10+

Changsha Zoo

No Name

2010

22+

Chongqing Safari Park

Jiajia

Apr 2009

39

Chongqing Zoo

Dale

Date unknown

---

Dalian Zoo

---

Jul 2010

1

Dalian Zoo

---

Aug 2010

1

Dalian Zoo

8Hao

Oct 2013

4

Fuzhou Zoo

Lala

2012

32

Bi Feng Xia Safari Park

47

Fuzhou Zoo

Sisi

2010

31

Guangzhou Zoo

Huahua

2015

7

Guangzhou Zoo

---

Feb 2011

3

Guangzhou Zoo

Dandan

Dec 2009

22

Guangzhou Zoo

Mannu

1995

22

Guangzhou Zoo

Cili

1992

19

Guangzhou Zoo

Bekingzi

1998

18

Guangzhou Zoo

---

1996

16

Guangzhou Zoo

Manman

1996

16

Guangzhou Zoo

---

1997

6 days

Guiyang Safari Park

---

Jan 2011

21

Hangzhou Zoo

Bobo

Sept 2013

18

Hangzhou Zoo

Qiangqiang

2005

23

Hangzhou Zoo

Anan

2002

30

Hopei Xiaoyaotsin Park

Dingding

2012

8

Hopei Xiaoyaotsin Park

Wanyue

Aug 2013

1

Nanchang Zoo

Dandan

2009

22

Nanchang Zoo

---

2015

Stillbirth

Puyang Zoo

Feike

2010

46

Qingdao Zoo

Laowen

Jun 2011

36

Shanghai Wild Animal Park

Yenny

May 2011

21

Shanghai Wild Animal Park

Baobao

Dec 2006

3

Shanghai Wild Animal Park

Nini

Sept 2009

3

Shanghai Zoo

Dalang

Jul 2015

13

Shanghai Zoo

---

Nov 2011

11 months

Taiyuan Zoo

---

2015

1

Tianjin Zoo

---

Date unknown

---

Tianjin Zoo

79 Gong

1997

---

Tianjin Zoo

Eryitai

Date unknown

---

Tianjin Zoo

Sanyitai

Date unknown

---

Tianjin Zoo

---

Oct 1999

----

Tianjin Zoo

Laosi

Jul 2012

----

Tianjin Zoo

---

Jan 2005

9

Wuhan Zoo

Wuke

2015

34

---

1986

6

Yangliang Park
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Appendix Six: Records of captive bred
chimpanzees in Chinese zoos and safari
parks
Baoding Zoo

Naonao

M

Aug 2008

Baoding Zoo

Jiaojiao

F

May 1999

Baoding Zoo

UNKNOWN

?

Dec 2004

Beijing Zoo

Wenwen

M

Jun 1997

Beijing Zoo

Mingming

F

Mar 1998

Beijing Zoo

---

F

1980

Beijing Zoo

Bekingzi

M

1980

Beijing Zoo

Yangyang

F

Jan 1995

Beijing Zoo

Niuniu

1999

Beijing Zoo

Doudou

Dec 2000

Beijing Zoo

01-1

Dec 2001

Beijing Zoo

01-3

Dec 2001

Beijing Zoo

02-4

Jul 2002

Beijing Zoo

03-2

Feb 2003

Beijing Zoo

06-4

Jun 2006

Beijing Zoo

J10-2

Jan 2010

Beijing Zoo

Lele

Jun 2008

Beijing Zoo

Dingding

2004

Beijing Zoo

Lulu

F

Dec 1992

Changchun Zoo

Qiaoqiao

F

Nov 1998

Changchun Zoo

Qianqian

F

Jan 2000

----

F

Jul 2013

Chimelong Safari Park

Coco

F

2014

Chongqing Safari Park

Yu Hui

M

Oct 2001

Chongqing Safari Park

Zhenni

F

Sept 2007

Chongqing Safari Park

Kaier

M

Mar 2003

Chongqing Safari Park

Duoer

F

Dec 2002

Dalian Zoo

Lianlian

M

2000

Dalian Zoo

Xiaoxiao

M

Aug 1998

Dalian Zoo

Dior

Dalian Zoo

Qiaokeli

M

Nov 2012

Dalian Zoo

Dinuo

M

Sept 2004

Guangzhou Zoo

Yangyang

M

Apr 2002

Guangzhou Zoo

Dandan

F

1987

Guangzhou Zoo

Lili

F

Apr 1995

Guangzhou Zoo

---

M

Feb 2000

Yingya

F

Mar 2004

Chimelong Safari Park119

Guangzhou Zoo

Jul 2015
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Guangzhou Zoo

Manli

F

1984

Guangzhou Zoo

Nuli

M

1986

Guangzhou Zoo

Manman

M

1989

Guangzhou Zoo

Nunu

F

1993

Guangzhou Zoo

---

F

Jun 1997

Guangzhou Zoo

Linu

M

Nov 1985

Guiyang Safari Park

Nini

---

2006

Hangzhou Zoo

---

--

Jan 2016

Hefei Wildlife Park

Wanxing

F

Dec 2004

Hefei Wildlife Park

Wanyue

M

Feb 2012

---

---

2016

Duoduo

M

2008

Bobo

M

1995

Shanghai Zoo

Baobao

M

2003

Shanghai Zoo

Lili

F

2006

Shanghai Zoo

Xiaoxiao

M

2006

Shanghai Zoo

Zhenzhen

F

2003

Shanghai Zoo

---

F

1990

Shanghai Zoo

K Ge

M

1990

Shanghai Zoo

Jiji

F

Oct 2001

Shanghai Zoo

Dalang

M

Nov 2002

Shanghai Zoo

Lele

F

Nov 2003

Shanghai Zoo

Huanhuan

F

May 2006

Shanghai Zoo

Erlang

M

Jul 2006

Shanghai Zoo

Yueyue

F

Jul 2010

Shanghai Zoo

---

F

Jan 2011

Shanghai Zoo

Yiyi

F

Nov 2011

Shanghai Zoo

Sanlang

M

Dec 2012

Shanghai Zoo

---

M

May 2013

Shanghai Zoo

Wulang

M

Feb 2014

Shanghai Zoo

---

M

Sept 2013

Shanghai Zoo

---

F

Nov 2013

Feili

F

1991

Shijiazhuang Zoo

Yingying

F

Dec 1989

Shijiazhuang Zoo

Naonao

M

Jun 1995

Shijiazhuang Zoo

Doudou

M

Apr 2001

Shijiazhuang Zoo

Baobao

F

Jun 2002

Taiyuan Zoo

Dongdang

M

Dec 2003

Taiyuan Zoo

----

---

2014

Taiyuan Zoo

----

----

2016

Maomao

M

Nov 1990

Xixiakou Wild Animal Park

Rex

F

Jul 2012

Xixiakou Wild Animal Park

---

M

May 2010

Nanjing Zoo
Qinling Wild Animal Park
Shanghai Wild Animal Park

Shenzhen Safari Park

Xian Zoo
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Appendix Seven: Research papers from
Chinese zoos
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Appendix Eight: Extracts from Chinese
National Governing Regulations
SFA ‘National Wildlife and Domestication
Announcement’
Close contact between wild animals and
visitors, abusive performances, illegal trade of
wild animal products, etc. should be stopped
immediately and make rectifications within a
time limit.
MHURD ‘Guidance on further
strengthening zoo regulation’
• Section 2.4 (Animal welfare and animal
health) states: All zoos should supply
sufficient and suitable feed of good
quality for animals; build safe, sanitary
and easily handled cages/houses which
suit animals’ behavior; strengthen the
construction of veterinary hospitals and
adopt necessary disease prevention and
treatment measures, ensure necessary
medical care for animals; properly dispose
of dead animals; all zoos must not carry
out any animal performance; and animals
should be kept away from disturbance or
irritation. No animal exhibition area can be
set up in zoos which cannot ensure the
aforementioned basic animal welfare.
• Section 2.7 (Strengthen propaganda and
increase nationwide awareness of animal
protection) states: The administrative
departments of landscaping should
strengthen the propaganda of zoos and
raise nationwide awareness of zoos’
important role in wild animal conservation,
science popularization and environmental
protection etc, make zoos a channel to
send positive messages of caring about
nature and protecting animals etc. the
departments should respond actively to
the public and media concerns and solve
problems properly.

• Section 3.1 states: All zoos and other parks
should start to inspect all kinds of animal
performance activities immediately and ban
all of them within 3 months since the issue
of this guidance.
CAZG Code for management of zoos, April
2014
3.2.4 The exhibits of animals should be
designed imitating the natural habitat, and
include environment enrichment into regular
work.
3.2.6 Social animals refer to conspecifics
lived together in groups in wild, with strict
structure and the group members take care
of each other. Such social structure was the
outcome of long period evolution, if social
animals were housed solitarily, they will be in
stress or even die. So, social animals are not
suitable to house in solitary. While, according
to related population management principles,
during breeding season, paired animals can
be temporarily separated. After the birth, they
should be reintroduced into group as soon as
possible.
5.1.1 The enrichment should include
environmental enrichment, social enrichment,
cognitive enrichment and feeding enrichment.
CAZG Ethics and animal welfare
conventions
In order to promote Chinese zoos to protect
public education functions, regulate China
zoo industry practices, ethics and animal
welfare to improve the zoo Convention
zoo employees conservation education
awareness and improve zoo wildlife welfare
and conservation levels, and promote social
civilization and progress, the development of
China Zoo Association.
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Zoo Ethics:

Zoo Animal Welfare Convention:

1, the zoo social responsibility by wild animals
on display, protection, research, conduct
public ecological and moral education, and
strive to improve the quality of social and
ecological civilization.

1, the zoo wants to wildlife conservation and
education center work, respect for animal life,
protection of animal welfare, to promote social
supervision.

2, the zoo community should use all the
resources to carry out the conservation
of wildlife conservation and biological
propaganda, advocating the concept of
animal welfare, participation, social support
environmental protection.
3, the zoo should strengthen cooperation and
exchange of protected wildlife conservation
and biodiversity. Efforts to promote wildlife
conservation research.
4, the zoo, to provide correct ecological
conservation education for the public. These
include the concept of ecological protection
publicity and behavior guidance, in situ and
ex situ conservation of wildlife, standardscompliant support services.

2, the zoo to provide for the animals good
(in line with industry associations technical
standards) living conditions, living space,
environmental enrichment, safety and health,
meet the physical needs of their living habits,
environmental needs, behavioral needs,
psychological needs and communities need.
Animals have complete archives.
3, the zoo put an end to cruelty to animals,
the animals shall not be hurt and lead the
public to think of the behavior of cruelty to
animals.
4, can participate in the zoo park outside
wildlife rescue, after receiving the approval
of government authorities confiscated and
rescued animals. Shall not accept illegal wildcaught animals.

5, zoo animal conservation work should be
ready within the zoo, concerns the protection
of natural species comprehensive efforts to
improve the welfare of zoo animals.
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Appendix Nine: CITES Trade database Chimpanzee imports into China between 2006 and 2015
Year App.

Taxon

Importer Exporter Origin Importer Exporter Term Purpose Source
reported reported
quantity quantity
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Appendix Ten; Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora, Articles II, III & VIII

1. All trade in specimens of species included
in Appendix I shall be in accordance with the
provisions of this Article.

Signed at Washington, D.C., on 3 March 1973
Amended at Bonn, on 22 June 1979
Amended at Gaborone, on 30 April 1983

2. The export of any specimen of a species
included in Appendix I shall require the prior
grant and presentation of an export permit. An
export permit shall only be granted when the
following conditions have been met:

Article II
Fundamental Principles
1. Appendix I shall include all species
threatened with extinction which are or may
be affected by trade. Trade in specimens of
these species must be subject to particularly
strict regulation in order not to endanger
further their survival and must only be
authorized in exceptional circumstances.
2. Appendix II shall include:
(a) all species which although not necessarily
now threatened with extinction may become
so unless trade in specimens of such
species is subject to strict regulation to avoid
utilization incompatible with their survival; and
(b) other species which must be subject to
regulation in order that trade in specimens of
certain species referred to in sub-paragraph
(a) of this paragraph may be brought under
effective control.
3. Appendix III shall include all species
which any Party identifies as being subject
to regulation within its jurisdiction for
the purpose of preventing or restricting
exploitation, and as needing the co-operation
of other Parties in the control of trade.
4. The Parties shall not allow trade in
specimens of species included in Appendices
I, II and III except in accordance with the
provisions of the present Convention.

Article III
Regulation of Trade in Specimens of
Species Included in Appendix I

(a) a Scientific Authority of the State of export
has advised that such export will not be
detrimental to the survival of that species;
(b) a Management Authority of the State of
export is satisfied that the specimen was not
obtained in contravention of the laws of that
State for the protection of fauna and flora;
(c) a Management Authority of the State of
export is satisfied that any living specimen will
be so prepared and shipped as to minimize
the risk of injury, damage to health or cruel
treatment; and
(d) a Management Authority of the State of
export is satisfied that an import permit has
been granted for the specimen.
3. The import of any specimen of a species
included in Appendix I shall require the prior
grant and presentation of an import permit
and either an export permit or a re-export
certificate. An import permit shall only be
granted when the following conditions have
been met:
(a) a Scientific Authority of the State of
import has advised that the import will be for
purposes which are not detrimental to the
survival of the species involved;
(b) a Scientific Authority of the State of import
is satisfied that the proposed recipient of a
living specimen is suitably equipped to house
and care for it; and
(c) a Management Authority of the State of
import is satisfied that the specimen is not to
be used for primarily commercial purposes.
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Article VIII
Measures to Be Taken by the Parties

appropriate and consistent with the purposes
of the present Convention; and

1. The Parties shall take appropriate measures
to enforce the provisions of the present
Convention and to prohibit trade in specimens
in violation thereof. These shall include
measures:

(c) the Management Authority may obtain
the advice of a Scientific Authority, or may,
whenever it considers it desirable, consult the
Secretariat in order to facilitate the decision
under sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph,
including the choice of a rescue centre or
other place.

(a) to penalize trade in, or possession of, such
specimens, or both; and
(b) to provide for the confiscation or return to
the State of export of such specimens.
2. In addition to the measures taken under
paragraph 1 of this Article, a Party may, when
it deems it necessary, provide for any method
of internal reimbursement for expenses
incurred as a result of the confiscation of a
specimen traded in violation of the measures
taken in the application of the provisions of
the present Convention.

5. A rescue centre as referred to in paragraph
4 of this Article means an institution
designated by a Management Authority to
look after the welfare of living specimens,
particularly those that have been confiscated.
6. Each Party shall maintain records of
trade in specimens of species included in
Appendices I, II and III which shall cover:
(a) the names and addresses of exporters and
importers; and

3. As far as possible, the Parties shall ensure
that specimens shall pass through any
formalities required for trade with a minimum
of delay. To facilitate such passage, a Party
may designate ports of exit and ports of entry
at which specimens must be presented for
clearance. The Parties shall ensure further
that all living specimens, during any period
of transit, holding or shipment, are properly
cared for so as to minimize the risk of injury,
damage to health or cruel treatment.

(b) the number and type of permits and
certificates granted; the States with which
such trade occurred; the numbers or
quantities and types of specimens, names of
species as included in Appendices I, II and III
and, where applicable, the size and sex of the
specimens in question.

4. Where a living specimen is confiscated as a
result of measures referred to in paragraph 1
of this Article:

(a) an annual report containing a summary of
the information specified in sub-paragraph (b)
of paragraph 6 of this Article; and

(a) the specimen shall be entrusted to a
Management Authority of the State of
confiscation;

(b) a biennial report on legislative, regulatory
and administrative measures taken to enforce
the provisions of the present Convention.

(b) the Management Authority shall, after
consultation with the State of export, return
the specimen to that State at the expense of
that State, or to a rescue centre or such other
place as the Management Authority deems

8. The information referred to in paragraph 7
of this Article shall be available to the public
where this is not inconsistent with the law of
the Party concerned.

7. Each Party shall prepare periodic reports on
its implementation of the present Convention
and shall transmit to the Secretariat:
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Appendix Eleven; CITES ‘commercial
purposes’ definition
Resolution Conf. 5.10 (Rev. CoP15)
Definition of ‘primarily commercial
purposes’
OBSERVING that, under Article III, paragraphs
3 (c) and 5 (c), of the Convention, a permit
for the import or a certificate for the
introduction from the sea of specimens of
Appendix I species may be issued only if
certain conditions are met, including that the
Management Authority of the State of import
(or introduction from the sea) is satisfied that
the specimens are not to be used for primarily
commercial purposes;
RECOGNIZING that, because the Convention
does not define the terms ‘primarily
commercial purposes’, ‘commercial purposes’
in paragraph 4 of Article VII, or ‘noncommercial’ in paragraph 6 of Article VII, the
term ‘primarily commercial purposes’ (as well
as the other terms mentioned above) may be
interpreted by the Parties in different ways;
ACKNOWLEDGING that the Parties’ differing
legislation and legal traditions will make
it difficult to reach agreement on a simple
‘objective’ interpretation of the term and
that the facts concerning each import will
determine whether a proposed use would be
for primarily commercial purposes;
RECOGNIZING that lack of specific definitions
for terms involving ‘commercial’ and the
importance of the facts concerning each
proposed transaction create a need for
consensus by the Parties regarding general
principles and examples to guide the Parties
in assessing the commerciality of the intended
use of those specimens of Appendix I species
to be imported;
AWARE that agreement on interpreting
the term ‘primarily commercial purposes’
is important because of the fundamental

principle in Article II, paragraph 1, of
the Convention that trade in specimens
of Appendix I species must be subject
to particularly strict regulation and only
authorized in exceptional circumstances;
THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO
THE CONVENTION
RECOMMENDS that for the purposes of
Article III, paragraphs 3 (c) and 5 (c), of the
Convention, the following general principles
and the examples in the Annex attached to
the present Resolution be used by the Parties
in assessing whether the import of a specimen
of an Appendix I species would result in its
use for primarily commercial purposes:

General principles
1. Trade in Appendix I species must be
subject to particularly strict regulation and
authorized only in exceptional circumstances.
2. An activity can generally be described
as ‘commercial’ if its purpose is to obtain
economic benefit (whether in cash or
otherwise), and is directed toward resale,
exchange, provision of a service or any other
form of economic use or benefit.
3. The term ‘commercial purposes’ should
be defined by the country of import as broadly
as possible so that any transaction which is
not wholly ‘non-commercial’ will be regarded
as ‘commercial’. In transposing this principle
to the term ‘primarily commercial purposes’, it
is agreed that all uses whose non-commercial
aspects do not clearly predominate shall
be considered to be primarily commercial
in nature, with the result that the import of
specimens of Appendix I species should not
be permitted. The burden of proof for showing
that the intended use of specimens of
Appendix I species is clearly non-commercial
shall rest with the person or entity seeking to
import such specimens.
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4. Article III, paragraphs 3 (c) and 5 (c), of
the Convention concern the intended use
of the specimen of an Appendix I species
in the country of import, not the nature of
the transaction between the owner of the
specimen in the country of export and the
recipient in the country of import. It can be
assumed that a commercial transaction
underlies many of the transfers of specimens
of Appendix I species from the country of
export to the country of import. This does
not automatically mean, however, that
the specimen is to be used for primarily
commercial purposes.
https://cites.org/eng/res/05/05-10R15.php
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Appendix Twelve; Information disclosure
request response from SFA
State Forestry Bureau Office of Administration.
Reply to Hu Chunmei’s Application for
Information Disclosure
Hu Chunmei,
We have received your application for
information disclosure on March 15th.
According to the Regulations of Governmental
Information Disclosure and other policies,
below is our response:
About the information of “number and
institutions that import gorillas(chimpanzees)
in 2014 and 2015”, we do not have relevant
summarizing information. According to Article
2 of The Information Disclosure Regulations
of the People’s Republic of China and Article
2 of Suggestions on improving governmental
information disclosure by State Council,
we cannot provide the information in your
application.
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Appendix Thirteen: CITES Non-detriment
findings
CITES ‘Non-detriment findings’ Requirements of the Convention
In detail, the NDF requirements in the text of
the Convention are:
a) Article III (Appendix-I species):
i) An export permit shall only be granted when
… a Scientific Authority of the State of export
has advised that such export will not be
detrimental to the survival of that species;
ii) An import permit shall only be granted
when … a Scientific Authority of the State of
import has advised that the import will be for
purposes which are not detrimental to the
survival of the species involved; and
iii) A [introduction from the sea] certificate
shall only be granted when … a Scientific
Authority of the State of introduction advises
that the introduction will not be detrimental to
the survival of the species involved; and
b) Article IV (Appendix-II species):
i) An export permit shall only be granted when
… a Scientific Authority of the State of export
has advised that such export will not be
detrimental to the survival of that species;

ii) A Scientific Authority in each Party shall
monitor both the export permits granted by
that State for specimens of species included
in Appendix II and the actual exports of such
specimens. Whenever a Scientific Authority
determines that the export of specimens of
any such species should be limited in order to
maintain that species throughout its range at a
level consistent with its role in the ecosystems
in which it occurs and well above the level at
which that species might become eligible for
inclusion in Appendix I, the Scientific Authority
shall advise the appropriate Management
Authority of suitable measures to be taken to
limit the grant of export permits for specimens
of that species; and
iii) A [introduction from the sea] certificate
shall only be granted when … a Scientific
Authority of the State of introduction advises
that the introduction will not be detrimental to
the survival of the species involved.
It is worth noting that no NDF is required prior
to export for species included in Appendix III,
even from the State that included the species
in that Appendix.
https://cites.org/eng/prog/ndf/Requirements_
Convention
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Appendix Fourteen: CITES Notification to
the Parties No. 2007/014
Geneva, 12 April 2007
CONCERNING:
GUINEA
Use of invalid permits and certificate forms
1. In April 2006, the Secretariat issued Alert
number 22. This described invalid permits
that had allegedly been issued by the CITES
Management Authority of Guinea and which
were used to facilitate illicit trade, particularly
involving live birds.
2. It appears that illicit trade using such
documents is continuing. Parties are reminded
to carefully check that the correct information
regarding the office designated to issue CITES
documents authorizing trade from Guinea is
contained in box 6 of any permit or certificate
that is presented. Details of the only office
authorized to issue permits and certificates,
as well as the corresponding information
found on the invalid forms, are contained in
Alert No. 22.
3. If a permit or certificate specifies any other
office, it should be rejected. Any specimens
presented for import, or found in transit, that
are accompanied by such a document should
be seized.
4. In case of doubt, Parties are encouraged
to seek confirmation from the CITES
Management Authority of Guinea. Any
suspect CITES documents apparently
originating from Guinea should be reported to
the Secretariat
https://cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/
notif/2007/E014.pdf
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Appendix Fifteen: CITES statement on
trade from Guinea, August 2011
SC61 Doc. 30
CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE
IN ENDANGERED SPECIES OF WILD FAUNA
AND FLORA Sixty-first meeting of the
Standing Committee Geneva (Switzerland),
15-19 August 2011 Interpretation and
implementation of the Convention Compliance
and enforcement
ENFORCEMENT MATTERS
Trade from Guinea
39. The Secretariat has been concerned,
for several years, about fraudulent trade in
a range of species, especially birds, from
parts of central and west Africa. It has issued
several Alerts and Notifications advising
importing Parties to check the validity and
authenticity of export permits, as there have
been many instances of the use of counterfeit
documents, documents obtained fraudulently,
and false declarations of, for example,
captive-breeding. One country that appears to
have suffered particularly from the activities of
unscrupulous traders is Guinea.
40. During 2010, the Secretariat noted
increasing numbers of false documents
allegedly issued by the CITES Management
Authority of Guinea, as well as a lack of
consistency in some of the communications
allegedly coming from the Authority. Through
personal communication with a representative
of the Management Authority of Guinea,
who was attending a Secretariat-organized
meeting, it was learned that blank, signed
and stamped export permits had apparently
been taken from the Authority offices without
permission. It was also alleged that telephone,
fax and email communications to and from
the same offices were somehow being
intercepted.

41. In late 2010, the Secretariat learned
of many instances of trade involving
chimpanzees from Guinea and that the
majority of such animals were being declared
as captive-bred. The Secretariat is not aware
of captive-breeding of chimpanzees taking
place in Guinea. It learned that trade in gorillas
was proposed too. The Secretariat knows of
one country of destination for such trade, but
would welcome learning of any other Parties
that have imported great ape specimens from
Guinea or neighbouring countries. SC61 Doc.
30 – p. 5 SC61 Doc. 30 – p. 6
42. The Secretariat wrote to Guinea, pursuant
to Article XIII of the Convention, expressing
its concern and requesting additional
information. It also requested that it be
allowed to conduct a mission to Guinea, to
assess, in situ, what had occurred and to see
for itself any captive-breeding facilities. The
Secretariat, is of the opinion that, potentially,
very significant levels of fraud, and associated
crime, may have taken place. It requested to
meet with CITES officials in Guinea and also
officials in relevant law enforcement agencies.
It believes that what has taken place is likely
to warrant detailed criminal investigation by
appropriate agencies and that crimes will have
occurred beyond violations of the Convention.
It seems likely that national legislation
in several countries may also have been
contravened. The Secretariat does not feel
confident to provide suitable and authoritative
guidance to enforcement agencies and the
Parties until a mission to Guinea has been
conducted.
43. The CITES Management Authority of
Guinea replied that it welcomed assistance
from the Secretariat in responding to
fraudulent trade but indicated that at that
time, early 2011, it was not convenient for a
mission to take place, because government
elections had just taken place. The
Secretariat has since written to Guinea again,
encouraging that a mission take place at the
earliest convenient time.
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44. At the time of writing (May 2011), no
invitation had been received. Should an
invitation still be awaited by the time of the
Standing Committee meeting, the Secretariat
will suggest that the Committee establish a
deadline by which an invitation should be
received and, if one is not forthcoming, that
appropriate action be taken in accordance
with Resolution Conf. 14.3
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Appendix Sixteen: Translated transcript
from CITES meeting – 19th September
2014, Beijing
Notes of the Meeting with the CITES MA on
September 19th
General introduction of the case
During about the period of 2007 to 2010, not
only China, but about 16 countries, including
Australia, all imported chimpanzees from
Africa, mainly from Kenya and Congo.
Our regulations of importing animals from
Africa are very strict. Usually when a zoo
applies to import, it has to apply to the local
forestry department first and the application
has to be submitted through different layers
of authorities. The work of CITES MA is not
the work of a certain bureau or department.
The office represents a country to deal with
the applications. We confirm each application
regarding Africa. Only when we confirm it’s
valid, can we approve it.
When we receive an application, it’s
impossible that we fly to that country to
investigate. All we can do is confirm with
them again and again whether the permits
they issued are valid. Sometimes we even
asked them twice or three times, and they
replied that the permits were valid and then
we approve them. More than 10 years ago,
the approval had to be confirmed by the
Secretariat. Later the Secretariat, being
shorthanded, announced that they would not
confirm, signatories confirming the validity of
the approval would be OK.
From 2007 to 2013, we approved applications
for importing 97 chimpanzees. Some of the
companies might not actually import the
chimpanzees. Because we just approved
them, that did not mean they imported them.
After 2010, until 2013, we imported about 4 or
6 chimpanzees from Africa. All the rest were
approved before 2010.

In 2010, we received a letter from the
Secretariat that some people said there were
no captive breeding facilities for chimpanzees
in Guinea. The Secretariat asked departments
regarding Guinea to be alert. Knowing that,
we communicated with the Wildlife Protection
Department and internally decided to stop
importing from Guinea. We also issued a
warning to relevant companies in case of
losses.
At that time, the Secretariat started to
investigate the matter, and reviewed relevant
documents. Later they issued a statement,
made some sanctions against Guinea
and stated that what China did during the
whole process was in compliance with the
regulations.
In March,2013, Karl Ammann came to the
State Forestry Administration, but not as he
said in his film that he could not enter. During
that time, we were on a meeting. He later
went to the Endangered Species Scientific
Commission.
During the standing committees’ conference
in July, 2013, Karl gave a notice to all the
people there that he would show his film.
But no more than 10 people went to see his
film. Because the Secretariat had issued a
statement before, and everybody knew what
the whole matter was.
Now when we deal with the permits issued
by African governments, we cannot be too
careful, even if there is only a minor problem,
we won’t let it go. Sometimes we even hope
the applications cannot be approved in the
end. But we cannot say that publicly. If we
violate administration regulations, we will be
sued.
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Comments on Karl Ammann and his study
There are several countries, not just China,
importing chimpanzees from Africa. But Karl
doesn’t talk about other countries, and only
talks about the Chinese government, and he
even said the Chinese government violated
the law. Each step taken by the Chinese
government complies with the regulations.
Even if there were problems with the matter, it
was not the Chinese government’s problem.
Karl also said those chimpanzees were
mistreated. The zoos spent money to import
the chimpanzees, if they died, that would
be a major loss to the zoos. How could they
mistreat the chimpanzees? Let alone that
the animal shows are reviewed by authorities
again and again. If animals arrive here and if
they get killed, we cannot turn a blind eye to
them.
We appreciate his passion for protecting
animals, but he misunderstands many parts
of the CITES convention. The Secretariat
explained to him many professional issues,
but he still holds his misunderstanding. For
example, he misunderstands the definition of
“commercial”. What is commercial use? Use
by the zoos is not commercial. According
to the CITES convention, commercial is T.
Zoos, botanical gardens, circus, scientific
research, hunting souvenirs, none of them is
commercial. They are not purely commercial,
and they are not depleting the nature, so
they are meaningful to conservation. But
Karl believes, as long as the zoos carry out
the animal shows, they are commercial,
and if they regard animals as toys, they are
mistreating them.
The Secretariat’s answer was already
impeccable. But Karl doesn’t understand
the Convention, and he insists that the
Secretariat’s answer was wrong. That’s

ridiculous. For instance, who should issue
the permit first? He thinks, according to the
convention, for the Appendix 1 species, the
importing country must issue the permit first,
so in this case, it must be China that was the
first to issue the permits. But in fact, those
species were claimed as captive breeding,
so it was Guinea that issued the permits
first. We confirmed those permits, and in that
circumstance, there was no reason not to
approve them. All the procedures complied
with regulations.
That’s the core of the case. He doesn’t
understand the convention, but he is here
to show his benevolence, to emphasize the
case. He had an illusive conclusion first, then
he carried out his study to prove that. During
the process, there were some problems in
his logic. For example in his film, there are
10 chimpanzees smuggled out of Guinea,
then he visits the CITES website, and finds
China imports, so he goes to China to look for
them. He is well intended, but putting all the
responsibilities on China is too unfair to China.
In fact, Guinea issued the permits as a
sovereign state. According to the procedures
of administration permission, we have
no reason to refuse such administration
permission.
There is an evolving process of many ideas in
China, for example, how should we view the
wild animals. There is a process of arguing. It
is through argument that we make progress.
(about Karl’s view) We cannot sit down
together to argue with each, and we cannot
convince the other side. If he can keep calm
and doesn’t carry out personal attack or even
violent attack, maybe we can communicate.
It is because of Karl’s attack that even two
police were asked to be there during the
standing committee conference in this July.
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Comments on Karl’s documentary
The film is full of lies and misleading plots.
For example, Karl Ammann mentions
that he goes to the Endangered Species
Scientific Commission and that Zeng Yan
“embarrassingly” says, “There are many
problems with the document. It’s impossible
that the Chinese government approved the
document.” But we asked Zeng Yan later,
and nobody said that, she just took a look
at those documents. Therefore, we think the
film is full of misleading plots. That represents
the Chinese government’s and relevant
departments’ comment on the film.
The reasons for canceling showing the film
The documentary by Karl Ammann is full of
lies and misleading plots, if you invite tabloids
to cover that, you cannot control its public
influence. So we cannot set up the platform.
The audience would have no interest at all in
listening to the exact definition of the CITES
convention, resolutions, zoos, T, captive
breeding B. The audience would only think
that the Chinese government knew those
chimpanzees were caught from the wild, yet
still imported them, then it must be that the
African governments were offering bribes and
the zoos were offering bribes. The audience
wouldn’t have the interest or patience to learn
the complicated reasons and background.
But in fact, the CITES Secretariat has already
drawn the conclusion. Based on that, a
government department has no obligation
to argue on a platform against a lie. It’s
impossible that government departments
explain such a complicated convention to the
general public.
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Appendix Seventeen: Translated transcript
from CITES meeting – 24th September
2014, Beijing
Summary of the meeting with directors
of The Endangered Species Import and
Export Management Office
The Endangered Species Import and Export
Management Office appreciate our work,
hoping our work and communication today
will promote the protection of those animals.
Chinese government always attached great
importance to protecting wild animals and
takes the issue seriously.
The Chinese authority is aware of the
reportedly fraudulent export permits and
contacted with Guinea in many occasions,
Guinea formally clarified that the permits are
OK. They contacted the wrong person in
Guinea, because that person’s name is still
on the CITES website. They stopped issuing
import permits after Guinean animal trade was
forbidden by CITES. The Endangered Species
Import and Export Management Office
exchanged emails with Karl. They said there
was no point in repeating the same case again
and again.
The Swiss government is willing to investigate
the whole matter at their own cost, and
asked them to hand all the evidence and
documents so as to clarify all the doubts. But
The Endangered Species Import and Export
Management Office said they already offered
those things, and the CITES Secretariat and
its Standing Committee are an impartial

party that are in a position to investigate;
no other country is in a position to carry out
an independent investigation. Director Zhou
said although they (CITES Geneva) are being
investigated, but being investigated doesn’t
mean they are corrupted, and right now we
should wait for the result of the investigation.
They don’t accept the idea to repatriate the
animals, they simply said we should wait and
China will issue new Wild Life Protection Laws
and it needs time.
Zhou said there is no clear boundary about
commercial purposes of animal trade. For
zoos importing animals, they don’t need to
check the list of captive breed facilities.
We appreciate that the Ministry of Housing
and Urban-rural Development has forbidden
animal performance in zoos. We hope they
can do more.
Ian mentioned dealers hide Chimpanzees
in the container carrying black mangaby
and trade Chimpanzees secretly. They said
if that’s true, we could call the police, the
forestry police and customs. They are willing
to provide the contact information. They even
offered Ian to work for them for a year. (Maybe
it’s just a joke.)
Zhou doesn’t believe the report we offered is
an independent report, because it’s just Karl’s
report. “We cannot just listen to what others
say and then form our own expectations
about what should be done next,” she said, “I
appreciate your courage but not your logic. “
The meeting ended up almost with a quarrel.
To sum up, they are willing to communicate
with us and we have pressed them.
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Appendix Eighteen: Ape Alliance letter to China CITES MA – December 2013
Mr Wan Ziming,
Director,
Division of Law Enforcement and Training,
18 Hepinglidongjie,
BEIJING 100714
China
									

20th December 2013

Dear Mr Wan Ziming,
I write as Chairman of the Ape Alliance, an international coalition of nearly 100 organisations
working for the conservation and welfare of apes. Many of our members have expressed
concern at the reports circulating of the importation of wild-caught great apes that are
apparently being used for primarily commercial purposes in zoos and circus-style shows
(and as great apes are listed as CITES Appendix 1 species this would clearly contravene the
Convention).
You are undoubtedly aware of the case – approximately 130 chimpanzees and 10 gorillas
were reportedly shipped between 2007 and 2011 to China with ‘captive bred’ CITES export
permits from Guinea, although there is evidence to suggest the apes actually originated in the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) or other countries.
I understand the CITES MA of DRC has requested DNA tests to clarify the geographical origin
of the apes, and requested their repatriation if the DNA reveals they originated there.
Please could you clarify what actions you intend to take so that I can reassure Ape Alliance
members that the correct procedures are being enacted?
Many thanks for your kind cooperation,
Yours sincerely,
an Redmond OBE
Chairman, Ape Alliance www.twitter.com/4apes
Ambassador, UNEP Convention on Migratory Species
www.CMS.int
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Appendix Nineteen:
Questions to the CITES Management
Authority of the People’s Republic of China,
concerning imports of live CITES Appendix
I listed primates, compiled by Karl Ammann
(Investigative journalist)
就CITES公约附录I中活体灵长目动物进口一事向
中华人民共和国濒危物种管理办公室提问

Further to meetings held on the 19 September
2014 and 24 September 2014, with Nature
University and Ian Redmond (SSN Primate
Specialist), we thank you for suggesting that
we ask further questions if necessary. We
are now pleased to provide you with these
questions:
在2014年9月19日和24日，在与自然大学、伊恩·
瑞德蒙（SSN灵长类动物专家）和格拉姆·巴恩斯（
中国科学院研究员）出席的会面中，您曾慷慨建议
我们如有更多问题可以提出。在此，我们有如下问
题希望您能解答：

Question 1;
问题1：

Please can you explain the procedures
undertaken by the CITES MA and SA when
you receive a permit application?

请解释在收到许可证申请后，濒管办和濒科委所采
取的工作程序是什么？

a) Do you check the official list of captive
breeding facilities on the CITES website
(Register of Operations that breed
Appendix I animal species in captivity for
commercial purposes)?

是否有检查CITES网站上圈养繁殖机构的正式
名单（为商业目的而对附录I上的物种进行圈养
繁殖的注册机构）
？

b) Do you review any notices issued by the
Secretariat that may be related to any
permit applications you receive?

是否有查阅秘书处发布的与您收到的许可证申
请相关的通知？

c) Can you please explain the due diligence
checks you undertake with regards to
the permit applications you receive, for
example, confirming relevant signatures
are present, the permit is stamped etc...?

是否可以解释对收到的许可证申请所做的尽职
调查，例如确认是否有相关签名、许可证是否盖
章等等……？

d) The CITES Conference of the Parties
Recommends in CITES Resolution Conf.
5.10 (Rev CoP15) the ‘general principle’
that, for the purposes of Article III of the
CITES Convention: “Trade in Appendix-I
species must be subject to particularly
strict regulations and authorized only in
exceptional circumstances. Please can
you describe in detail the measures you
have in place to ensure such ‘particularly
strict regulation’ and your approach
to ensuring that trade in Appendix-I
species is only authorized in exceptional
circumstances?

第五届公约缔约国大会Conf 5.10(Rev
CoP15)针对公约第三条的目的，必须遵守的基
本原则之一是：
“对附录I物种的贸易必须特别
严格管理，只有在特殊情况下才允许贸易。”请
详细描述濒管办采取了什么措施来确保“特别
严格管理”
，以及采用何种方法来确保附录I物
种的贸易是只在特殊情况下获得允许的？

e) What scientific checks did China’s CITES
Scientific Authority make to satisfy itself
and provide the requisite advice required
under Paragraph 3 (a) of Article III of the
CITES Convention that, with regard to
China’s imports of live chimpanzees from
Guinea from 2007 to 2011, those imports
would not be ‘detrimental to the survival
of the [chimpanzee] species’, as well as
the source of these apes?

针对2007到2011年间，中国从几内亚进口的
活体黑猩猩，濒管委采取了什么样的科学审查
来达到机构的要求，并且按照公约第三条第三
项的规定提供了必须的建议，证明这些进口不
会“危害（黑猩猩）物种的生存”
，以及能说明黑
猩猩的来源？
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Did the Chinese CITES Scientific Authority
ask Guinea if a Non-Detriment Finding
(NDF) had been performed for the wild
chimpanzee population

2014年9月19日，您提到在2007年至2013年间有
97只黑猩猩的进口许可得到批准，CITES贸易数据
库的数据显示在2007至2012年间中国有125只活
体黑猩猩进口。

g) If you believed the chimpanzees you
imported to be captive bred and therefore
not Appendix I but in fact Appendix II,

Other Parties to CITES reported that they
exported a further 10 live chimpanzees to
China from 2007 to 2012, in addition to the
125 mentioned above that China reported
importing (making 135 live chimpanzees in
total that show on the CITES trade database
as having been imported into China from 2007
to 2012).

f)

中国的CITES科委会是否要求几内亚对野生黑
猩猩种群进行无害调查（NDF）
？

如果这些进口的黑猩猩是人工饲养繁殖的，因
此不属于附录I而是属于附录II，那么：

a. why did you issue import permits at all, as
per Article III of the CITES Convention
为什么还是按照公约第三条发放许可证?

b. Why did you still complete the
(unnecessary) permit stating they were
Appendix I when a, there was no need
for an import permit and b, the chimps
would have been Appendix II, if, as you
stated, they would have originated from a
captive-breeding facility in Guinea?

为什么仍然完成填写许可证说明这些黑猩猩是
附录I物种（这样做毫无必要）
？这是因为，一方
面没有必要为了进口许可这么做；另一方面，如
贵办公室所说，这些黑猩猩如果来源于几内亚
圈养繁殖机构，是属于附录II物种。

Question 2:
问题2：

Can you please explain the measures put
in place with regards imports from Guinea,
following the issue of CITES Alert No 22 of
April 2006 to all parties?

在秘书处于2006年4月给所有缔约国发布了22号
警告文件之后，能否解释濒管办针对几内亚的进口
许可采取了哪些措施？

Question 3:
问题3：

On 19 September 2014, you advised that
between 2007 and 2013 you approved
applications for the import of 97 chimpanzees.
The CITES trade database states that China
reported imports of 125 live chimpanzees
between 2007 and 2012.

除了上面提到的125只黑猩猩以外，其它缔约国报
备在2007年到2012年间还有10只活体黑猩猩被
出口到中国（这使得在2007到2012年间中国活体
黑猩猩的进口总数达到135只）

a. If you only approved applications for
import of 97 chimpanzees into China
between 2007 and 2013, does that
mean at least a further 28 of the 125 live
chimpanzees imported into China from
2007 to 2012 were imported without the
requisite permits / authorization?

如果2007年到2013年间只有97只黑猩猩获得
进口批准，那是否是说2007到2012年间的125
只进口黑猩猩里至少有28只是无证进口？

b. Can you provide an explanation why the
trade figures you quote do not correspond
with the respective trade figures in the
CITES trade database for great apes in
the time frame from 2007 to 2012?
是否能解释为什么您引用的2007至2012年间
贸易数据和CITES的大型类人猿贸易数据库的
数据不一致？

Question 4:
问题4：

At the Fifteenth Conference of the Parties
to CITES (CoP15) meeting that took place
in Doha, Qatar in March 2010, there was a
meeting between the CITES MAs of China
and Guinea and the CITES Secretariat. Please
can you tell us the names of the attendees
at that meeting and the decisions that were
taken regarding the outstanding ape imports
from Guinea?
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2010年3月在卡塔尔多哈举行的第十五届缔约国
大会期间，中国濒管办、几内亚和秘书处开了一个
会，请告知这次参加会人员的名字，以及将来从几
内亚进口猿类所做出的决定是什么？

Question 5:
问题5：

The CITES trade database states that Guinea
exported 61 live chimpanzees and 10 gorillas
into China in 2010. Please can you confirm
the arrival dates for these 61 chimpanzees
and 10 gorillas into China?
CITES

贸易数据库表明，2010年几内亚向中国出口了61
只活体黑猩猩和10只大猩猩。请确认这61只黑猩猩
和10只大猩猩到达中国的日期？

Question 6:
问题6:

The CITES trade database states that 14
live chimpanzees were imported into China
from Africa (and an additional 12 imported
from outside of Africa, notably Syria), in 2011
and 2012 alone. On the 19th September,
China CITES MA said that only about 4 or
6 of those were approved by the Chinese
CITES MA in that time. By implication were
the remainder imported without the relevant
permit / authorization from the Chinese MA,
given permits are only valid for a period of 6
months?
CITES

贸易数据库表明，仅在2011到2012年间，14只活
体黑猩猩从非洲进口到中国（还有12只从非洲以外
的国家进口，主要是叙利亚）
。在9月19号，中国濒管
办称这些进口黑猩猩里面，只有4只或者6只获得了
濒管办的许可。这是否意指其他进口的黑猩猩都没
有濒管办出具的相关许可证或者是官方许可？

Question 7:
问题7：

With reference to the 125 live chimpanzees
that the CITES trade database shows China
having reported as imported from 2007 to
2012, all of those were reported as having
been imported with purpose code ‘Z’,
meaning zoos. Please can you tell us the

names of the importers and the zoo(s) who
imported those 125 live chimpanzees into
China from 2007 to 2012 According to the
official Chinese Quarantine Regulations,
the relevant documents should be available
from the veterinary authorities at the place of
import (airport and / or harbour).

根据前文提到的125只活体黑猩猩，CITES数据库
表明，中方报备的2007年到2012年间的所有进口
黑猩猩都是以代码“Z”为目的，即动物园（zoos）
。
请提供这些进口商的姓名以及进口125只活体黑猩
猩的动物园的名称。根据中国进出境动植物检疫法
规，这些相关文件都应能够在进口国口岸处（机场
和/或者港口）获取。

Question 8:
问题8：

On 19 September 2014, you advised that “In
2010, we received a letter from the Secretariat
that some people said there were no captive
breeding facilities for chimpanzees in Guinea”.
From the meeting of the 24th September Mr
Wu stated that: “before 2011, China was not
aware there was no captive bred chimps in
Guinea, because even the CITES Secretariat
didn’t know that before 2011“. This statement
contradicts the above statement showing that
you were aware of this in 2010.

在2014年9月19日，您提道“在2010年，我们收到
一封秘书处的来函，说有人说在几内亚没有黑猩猩
的圈养繁殖机构”
。在9月24号的会议上，巫先生说
到“在2011年以前，中国并不知道几内亚没有黑猩
猩的圈养繁殖机构，因为即使是秘书处在2011年前
也并不知情”
。以上两个说法互相矛盾。

a. Can you let us know the date of the above
mentioned letter? Was it before or after
the meeting in Doha (March 2010)?
能否告知上文所提到的来函时间？是在多哈会
议（2010年3月）之前还是之后？

b. As CITES falls under the auspices of
the UN, can you provide a reference
number for the letter you received from
the Secretariat regarding the matter of
breeding facilities being absent in Guinea?
因为CITES隶属于联合国，是否可以提供您收
到的这封秘书处的信函的参考号？
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c. Applying any standard legal
reasonableness test, the 2010 letter from
the Secretariat should, at the very least,
have given rise to suspicion about permits
from Guinea and caused you to check
the ‘Register of operations that breed
Appendix-I animal species in captivity for
commercial purposes’. Especially given
the content of Resolution 5.10 quoted
above. Were these checks ever carried
out?
进行任何合法性分析，2010年秘书处的这封信
应该至少引起对于几内亚许可证的怀疑，您是
否检查了“以商业为目的的附录I物种圈养机构
注册名单”
？尤其是考虑到上文引用的5.10有
效决议的内容。这些检查是否得到执行？

Question 9:
问题9：

On 19 September 2014, you advised that you
informed the Wildlife Protection Department
about the letter you received from the CITES
Secretariat in 2010. Having done that, can
you please explain the further import of 4
chimpanzees from Guinea in 2011 (as stated
on the CITES trade database)? In addition, the
Chimpanzees imported in 2012 and 2013?
在2014年9月19日，您说您已经知会了野生动物保
护部门有关2010年秘书处的这封来信。既然如此，
那您是否可以解释2011年从几内亚进口的4只黑
猩猩（如CITES数据库记录显示）
？除此之外，还有
那些在2012年和2013年间进口的黑猩猩呢？

Question 10:
问题10：

Further to the letter that you received from
the CITES Secretariat in 2010, advising that
there were no captive breeding facilities
for chimpanzees in Guinea, please can
you explain why you did not withdraw your
approval for the 61 live chimpanzees and the
10 gorillas imported into China from Guinea in
2010 (as stated on the CITES trade database)
until you could be sure of the situation?
继2010年收到秘书处的信函说几内亚没有黑猩猩
的圈养繁殖机构之后，为什么没有撤销2010年61
只活体黑猩猩和10只大猩猩的进口批准（如CITES
贸易数据库所示）
？

Question 11:
问题11：

CITES Notification to the Parties No. 2007/014
dated 12 April 2007 stated to all CITES Parties
that:
2007年4月12日CITES给缔约国的通知（编号
2007/014）中说

In April 2006, the Secretariat issued Alert
number 22. This described invalid permits
that had allegedly been issued by the CITES
Management Authority of Guinea and which
were used to facilitate illicit trade, particularly
involving live birds.

在2006年4月，秘书处发布了22号警告文件。文件
指出，几内亚CITES濒管办已经发放出无效的许可
证来进行非法贸易，尤其是活体鸟类贸易。

It appears that illicit trade using such
documents is continuing. Parties are reminded
to carefully check that the correct information
regarding the office designated to issue CITES
documents authorizing trade from Guinea is
contained in box 6 of any permit or certificate
that is presented. Details of the only office
authorized to issue permits and certificates,
as well as the corresponding information
found on the invalid forms, are contained in
Alert No. 22.
看起来使用无效许可的非法贸易一直在持续。各缔
约国要根据第六方格中所提供的唯一可以授权发
放许可证或者证书的办公室的信息，以及对照22号
警告文件中包含的无效许可证上的信息，来仔细核
查所指定的发放几内亚官方许可贸易文件办公室
的信息。

If a permit or certificate specifies any other
office, it should be rejected. Any specimens
presented for import, or found in transit, that
are accompanied by such a document should
be seized.
如果许可证或者证书显示的发放机构是其他办公
室，这些文件应该被拒绝使用。任何凭借这些文件
来进口或者是中转的标本都应该被没收。

In case of doubt, Parties are encouraged
to seek confirmation from the CITES
Management Authority of Guinea. Any
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suspect CITES documents apparently
originating from Guinea should be reported to
the Secretariat.

如有疑虑，鼓励缔约国从几内亚濒管办获取信息，
任何来自几内亚的可疑CITES文件都应该上报给秘
书处。

Following the issue of this notification, can
you please explain the procedures undertaken
to ensure the documents approved for
the import of 104 chimpanzees were
genuine? And did China CITES MA seek any
confirmation from the CITES Secretariat as
Parties were encouraged to do in the above
referenced Notification?
针对以上通知，濒管办能否解释采取了什么措施来
确认104只黑猩猩的进口手续的真实性？濒管办是
否如上述通知所建议的，从秘书处获取任何确认消
息？

Question 12:
问题12：

With reference to Notification to the Parties
No. 2007/014 dated 12 April 2007, the above
referenced letter that you received from
the CITES Secretariat in 2010 and CITES
Notification to the Parties No. 2013/017
dated 16 May 2013 (in which CITES Parties
were finally recommended to suspend all
commercial trade with Guinea in CITES
listed species), did you ever carry out any
retrospective checks on permits you had
issued that authorized imports from Guinea
into China in recent years, to investigate if
this historical trade had in fact been illegal
and required enforcement of Article VIII of the
convention?

根据给2007年4月12日给所有缔约国的通知（编号
2007/014）
，以及上文提到的2010年从秘书处收到
的信函和2013年5月16日给所有缔约国的通知（编
号2013/017）
（该通知最终建议各缔约国停止和几
内亚开展所有CITES附录物种的商业性贸易）
，过去
数年间，濒管办是否对几内亚发放的进口许可做任
何检查，来调查是否过去的贸易事实上是非法的，
需要按照公约第三条执行？

Question 13:
问题13：

Given the fact that many CITES Parties had
recognized and acknowledged there were
serious problems with CITES permits from
Guinea as early as CITES CoP15 in March
2010, does China’s CITES MA accept that
China’s imports of live CITES Appendix-I
listed primates from and including 2010
onwards are potentially unlawful transactions
in contravention of CITES provisions and
public CITES Secretariat guidance, and that
therefore Article VIII of the CITES Convention
applies to those transactions?

鉴于早在2010年3月的第15届缔约国大会上，许多
缔约国都意识到并承认几内亚发放的CITES许可证
有严重问题，中国濒管办是否承认，按照CITES的规
定和秘书处的指示，并遵照CITES公约的第八条对
贸易的规定，中国在2010年及其以后进口的附录I
的灵长目动物可能是非法的交易？

Question 14:
问题14：

On 19 September 2014, you advised that
you issued a warning to relevant companies
in case of losses. Please can you provide us
with a copy of that warning?

在2014年9月19日，您说您给相关的公司都发了一
个可能有损失产生的警告。能否提供一份该警告文
本？

Question 15:
问题15：

On 19 September 2014, you advised that the
CITES Secretariat stated that what China did,
during the whole process of China’s imports
of live CITES Appendix-I listed primates
from Guinea, was in complete compliance
with CITES provisions and, as a result, there
would be no need for China’s CITES MA
to take any action under Article VIII of the
CITES Convention? Please can you provide
evidence of the CITES Secretariat’s statement
to that effect and evidence of the course
of correspondence between China’s CITES
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MA and the CITES Secretariat with regard
to China’s imports of live CITES Appendix-I
listed primates from Guinea?

在2014年9月19日，您说秘书处认为，在进口活体
CITES附录I灵长目动物的整个过程中，中国完全符
合CITES公约的要求，因此，中国濒管办没有必要根
据公约第八条采取行动。能否提供证据证明秘书处
的确有发表这个意见，以及在中国从几内亚进口活
体CITES附录I灵长目动物的过程中，中国和秘书处
之间的沟通证据？

Question 16:
问题16：

The CITES Secretariat states that they do
not have copies of any of the relevant CITES
import and export permits with regard to
China’s imports of live CITES Appendix-I
listed primates from Guinea while China’s
CITES MA continually repeats that is has
submitted all relevant permit copies with
regard to those transactions to the CITES
Secretariat. Can you please explain this
discrepancy between these two written
assertions?

秘书处声明，中国从几内亚进口CITES附录I的灵长
目动物，秘书处没有任何的进口文件备份。然而，中
国濒管办一直重复声明已经将相关的进口文件提
交给秘书处备份。能否解释这两个书面声明中的矛
盾之处？

Question 17:
问题17：

We have evidence that at least 4 (and possibly
10) CITES Appendix-I listed gorillas were
imported into China from Guinea in 2010 (as
stated in the CITES trade database) and were
euthanized due to illness. In the interests of
transparency can you please provide us with
the details of;

我们有证据证明，2010年至少4只（可能是10只）
CITES附录I物种中的大猩猩被从几内亚出口到中国
（如CITES贸易数据库所示）
，由于疾病，它们已经
被安乐死。出于信息透明的原则，您可否提供如下
细节信息：

a. The transactions with regards the dates
of export and import, the details of the
importer, exporter and the destination
zoo?

进出口的日期，进口方和出口方的细节信息以
及目的地动物园？

b. The official justification for the deaths of
these imported gorillas?
这些进口大猩猩死因的官方理由是什么？

c. The corresponding medical, quarantine
and veterinary certificates / reports with
regard to these 10 imported, endangered
gorillas and their deaths.

这10只进口濒危大猩猩及其死因的病历、检疫
和兽医证明或者报告？

d. The established procedures that you have
put in place to ensure no mistreatment
towards or unnatural deaths of live CITES
Appendix-I listed species imported into
China happens in the future?

将来活体CITES附录I中的灵长目动物进口到
中国后建立的用来规避对动物不当护理或者不
自然死亡的措施？

Question 18:
问题18：

Can you confirm that the CITES authorities
know all the whereabouts and transfers
of imported apes – in the absence of a
stud book being kept by the Chinese Zoo
Association?

能否确认濒管办知道所有这些进口猿类的下落和
转移历史 - 在中国动物园协会没有谱系保存记录的
情况下？

Question 19:
问题19：

In CITES Resolution Conf. 5.10. (Rev. CoP15)
it is stated that:
在CITES决议5.10（(Rev. CoP15)）中表明：

THE CONFERENCE OF THE PARTIES TO
THE CONVENTION RECOMMENDS
that for the purposes of Article III, paragraphs
3 (c) and 5 (c), of the Convention, the
following general principles and the
examples in the Annex attached to the
present Resolution be used by the Parties in
assessing whether the import of a specimen
of an Appendix-I species would result in its
use for primarily commercial purposes:
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General principles
1. Trade in Appendix-I species must be
subject to particularly strict regulation and
authorized only in exceptional circumstances.
2. An activity can generally be described
as ‘commercial’ if its purpose is to obtain
economic benefit (whether in cash or
otherwise), and is directed toward resale,
exchange, provision of a service or any other
form of economic use or benefit.
3. The term ‘commercial purposes’ should
be defined by the country of import as
broadly as possible so that any transaction
which is not wholly ‘non-commercial’ will be
regarded as ‘commercial’. In transposing this
principle to the term ‘primarily commercial
purposes’, it is agreed that all uses whose
non-commercial aspects do not clearly
predominate shall be considered to be
primarily commercial in nature, with the result
that the import of specimens of Appendix-I
species should not be permitted. The burden
of proof for showing that the intended use of
specimens of Appendix-I species is clearly
non-commercial shall rest with the person or
entity seeking to import such specimens.
公约缔约国大会

建议 就公约第三条第3款(c)项和第5款(c)项而言，
各缔约国在评价附录I物种标本进口的用途是否“以
商业为主要目的”时，应使用下列基本原则和本决
议附件中的案例。
基本原则

1. 对附录I物种的贸易必须特别严格管理，只有在
特殊情况下才允许贸易。

2. 一种活动的目的如是为了获取经济利益，包括利
润（无论是现金或实物形式）以及具有转卖、交换、
提供服务或其他形式的经济用途或利益的倾向，那
么这一活动一般被认为是“商业性”活动。

3. 进口国应对“商业目的”的术语作出尽可能宽泛
的定义，以便将任何不完全是“非商业性”的交易视
为“商业性”
。在将这一原则用于“以商业为主要目
的”的术语时，所有非商业成分不明显占主导地位
的用途应视为实质上“以商业为主要目的”
，从而不
应允许附录I物种标本的进口。提供证据，以表明附
录I所列物种标本的用途明显是非商业性的责任，应
由试图进口此类标本的个人或单位承担。

With that in mind and the evidence we have
gathered confirming that visitors to some zoo
shows in China must pay an additional fee to
view circus performances involving live CITES
Appendix-I listed primates on top of their
entry fee, please can you explain how you
reached your conclusion that the imports by
China’s zoos (of live CITES Appendix-I listed
primates from Guinea and elsewhere) for
those zoos’ commercial performances for the
paying public, were not imports for ‘primarily
commercial purposes’ as defined in CITES
Resolution Conf. 5.10. (Rev. CoP15)?

考虑到以上条例，我们收集到的证据还表明，中国
一些动物园的游客在除了门票费之外，还必须另
外付费才能去观看有附录I灵长目动物的马戏团表
演。请解释如何认为中国动物园（从几内亚或者其
他国家）用进口的活体CITES附录I的灵长目动物来
做盈利性的动物表演，不是CITES决议5.10（Rev.
CoP15）中所定义的“以商业为主要目的”
？

Question 20:
问题20：

With reference to the enclosed analysis of the
imports of eight chimpanzees into Shanghai
and the corresponding documentation which
clearly establishes that the Chinese CITES
authorities issued the CITES import permit for
CITES I listed C (captive borne chimpanzees)
before the corresponding C export permit
was issued by Guinea and the verification
exchange took place

根据对进口到上海的8只黑猩猩及其进口手续的分
析，清楚表明在几内亚发放C类出口许可和校验相
关出口手续之前，中国濒管办就已经发放了C类（圈
养繁殖黑猩猩）进口许可。
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The contract between ‘Northern International
Group’ and ‘Tianjin Junhen International
Trade Co.’ makes it clear that the trade was
instigated at the China end of the supply
chain and the first party which used the C
source code in an official document were the
Chinese CITES MA. Can you please explain
the procedure which lead to the issue of the
import permit prior to the issue of the export
permit?

北方国际集团和天津君恒国际贸易有限公司之间
的合同清楚表明，贸易是在供应链上的中国这端发
起的，在一份官方文件中使用C代码的是中国濒管
办。请解释是什么程序导致进口许可在出口许可之
前发放？

Question 21:
问题21：

There is clearly significant disagreement in
our understanding of the CITES Convention
text compared to the interpretations you are
offering. Would the Chinese government,
along with the CITES Secretariat be willing to
hand over all relevant documents, permits,
notices and reports to an independent legal
advisor? Investigators into this situation are
willing to do the same with the evidence they
have compiled and are is willing to agree with
the conclusions of any third party independent
review.
很明显我们双方对CITES公约的文本内容有重大分
歧，中国政府和CITES秘书处是否愿意将所有相关
的文件、许可、通知和报告提交给一个独立的法律
顾问？同样，这一事件的调查员愿意交出他们所搜
集到的证据并且愿意接受任何第三方独立审查给
出的结论。

We thank you for your kind assistance in
answering the above questions and look
forward to your answers and any further
evidence you can provide by return.

感谢您配合回答以上问题，期待您的回复和证据。
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Appendix Twenty:
沪野园[2010] 57 号 Report Code of SWAP NO.57 of 2010
关于免税进口黑猩猩等种用野生动物的申请报告

Application for importing Chimpanzees and other wild animals with duty free
上海市绿化和市容管理局（上海市林业局）
：

Shanghai Forestry Bureau

为了促进野生动物的保护和科普教育，我公司与天津君恒国际贸易有限公司等代理公司达成动物引进协
议，拟委托代理公司进口黑猩猩（Pan troglodytes）等种用野生动物，用于动物园观赏和繁殖，详见附表：
免税进口种用野生动物清单，特向贵局申请办理有关免税进口手续。

In order to promote wild animal conservation and science popularization education, SWAP
made an agreement with agents, like Tianjin Junheng International Trade Co., Ltd to import
wild animals like Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) under the purpose of displaying and breeding
in zoos. See more in the attachment of the list of import breeding wildlife with duty free. Here
apply to related documents.
敬请批准为盼。

Please kindly approve

二0一0年九月十四日
Sept 14th 2010
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主题词：免税进口 种用野生动物
Subject: Import with duty free for breeding wildlife

上海野生动物园党政办公室
2010年9月14日印发
SWAP Party and Gorverment office Sept 14th 2010

附表：免税进口种用野生动物清单 Attachment: list of import breeding wildlife with duty free
动物名
name

拉丁名
latin

黑猩猩
Pan
Chimpanzee troglodytes

保护级别
数量
conservation
quantity
level

CITES I

进口国
origin

国家局批文
approve
no.

代理商
agent

8

几内亚
Guinea

林护许准
天津君恒国际
[2010]1293 贸易有限公司
号
Tianjin
Junheng
International
Trade Co., Ltd
林护许准
北方国际集团
[2010]1414 有限公司
号
Northern
International
Group Co.,
Ltd

大食蚁兽
Giant
Anteater

Myrmecophaga CITES II
tridactyla

2

圭亚那
Guyana

非洲象
African
Elephant

Loxodonta
africana

CITES I

4

坦桑尼亚

麦哲伦企鹅
Magellanic
Penguin

Spheniscus
magellanicus

非 None

20

阿根廷
Argentina

水 豚
Capybara

Hydrochoerus
hydrochaeris

非None

4

荷兰
林护许准
Netherland [2010]983
号

细尾獴
Meerkat

Suricata
suricatta

非None

16

南非South
Africa

Tanzania

林护许准
天津金色家
[2010]1416 园动物进出
号
口贸易有限
公司 Tianjin
Golden Land
Animal Trade
Co., Ltd

林护许准
大连龙锐达
[2009]2333 进出口有限
号
公司Dalian
Longruida
Import and
Export Trade
Co., Ltd
大连龙锐达
进出口有限
公司 Dalian
Longruida
Import and
Export Trade
Co., Ltd

林护许准
天津金色家
[2010]1415 园动物进出
号
口贸易有限
公司 Tianjin
Golden Land
Animal Trade
Co.,Ltd
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非盈利性野生动植物种源进口免税申请表

收货人及地址(中英文)：
Shanghai Wild Animal Park
No.178 Nanliu Road, Nanhui District,
Shanghai
上海野生动物园发展有限责任公司
上海市浦东新区南六公路178号
法定代表人：

发货人及地址（中英文）
：
Birds Breeding Farm
BP.5881 Conakry REP.De Guinea(几内亚)
法定代表人：SIDIBIE

进口口岸

发货口岸

进口代理单位

天津君恒国际贸易有限公司

出口国家

进口野生动植
物种文名

拉丁学名

数量

黑猩猩

GUANGZHOU（广州）
Pan troglodytes

8

Guinea(几内亚)
单位
只

Conakry（科纳克里）

《公约》附
录
I

来源
C

用途
Z
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

The report is relevant to zoos and safari parks in mainland
China only.
http://www.chimpcare.org/about_chimpanzees
http://pin.primate.wisc.edu/factsheets/entry/chimpanzee/
behav
http://pin.primate.wisc.edu/factsheets/entry/chimpanzee/
behav
http://www.onekind.org/education/animals_a_z/chimpanzee/
http://www.chimpcare.org/about_chimpanzees
http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/15933/0
Gambia, Burkina Faso, Togo and Benin
http://www.janegoodall.org.uk/chimpanzees/chimpanzeecentral/15-chimpanzees/chimpanzee-central/22-state-of-thewild-chimpanzee
http://www.chimpcare.org/about_chimpanzees
Baoding zoo, Changsha Zoo, Chongqing Safari Park,
Chongqing Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Harbin Northern Forest
Zoo, Jingdezhen Zoo, Jinzhou Zoo, Kunming Zoo, Luoyang
Zoo, Qingdao Zoo, Qingling Wildlife Park, Shenyang Zoo,
Shijiazhuang Zoo, Taiyuan Zoo, Tianjin Zoo, Xiamen Lingling
Circus, Xinjiang Safari Park, Yangcheng Safari Park, Yunnan
Safari Park, Zhengzhou Zoo, Zunyi Zoo
Sept 2011 and Sept 2014
April 2016
Sept 2010
Beijing Zoo, Chimelong Safari Park, Dalian Forest Zoo, Taiyuan
Zoo, Weihai Zoo
http://www.dlzoo.com/index.
php?m=content&c=index&a=show&catid=77&id=176
http://www.whatsondalian.com/news-7054-baby-chimpanzeenamed-dark-chocolate-meets-media-at-dalian-forest-zoo.html
Beijing Wild Animal Park, Chongqing Zoo, Hangzhou Zoo,,
Shanghai Wild Animal Park, Shijiazhuang Zoo, and Xinjiang
Safari Park
Baoding zoo, Benxi Zoo, Hangzhou Wildlife Park, Kunming
zoo, Qingling Wildlife Park, Shenzhen Safari Park, and
Yangcheng Safari Park
Manli, - born at Guangzhou zoo in 1984
http://www.people.com.cn/BIG5/huanbao/1074/2755007.html
Lila, Xiaoxiao and Zhenzhen
Bao Bao and Guai Guai
http://www.cdzoo.com.cn/a/gb2312/news/
dongwumingxing/2011/1027/11.html
In many parts of their natural habitat the temperature will
range between 18-35 degrees Celsius http://pin.primate.wisc.
edu/factsheets/entry/chimpanzee
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNjk4NDU0NTcy.
html?from=s1.8-1-1.2
http://news.fznews.com.cn/shehui/2014-220/2014220EzlJynDQvv10409_2.shtml
Chimelong Safari Park, Chongqing Safari Park, Dalian Forest
Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Hefei Wildlife Park, Nanning Zoo,
Shanghai Wild Animal Park, Wuxi Zoo, Xiamen Lingling Circus,
Yangcheng Safari Park, Zhuhai International Circus
September 2014
September 2011
September 2014
http://www.yangtse.com/m/news/jiangsu/wuxi/2016-0324/283621.html
http://news.jnwb.net/2013/0926/70254.shtml
Chongqing Safari Park, Hefei Wildlife Park, Yangcheng Safari
Park

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

Xiamen Lingling Circus
Hefei Wildlife Park, Yangcheng Safari Park
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/asia-pacific/3611666.stm
http://www.chinanews.com/tp/2012/05-01/3857679.shtml
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2167692/Chimpturns-chain-smoking-beer-swilling-chump-zoo.html
Hefei Wildlife Park – personal observations
Beijing Wild Animal Park, Hefei Wildlife Park, Xinjiang Safari
Park, Zhengzhou Zoo
http://gbtimes.com/china/chimps-exchange-trash-fruitsbeijing-zoo
HTTP://GBTIMES.COM/CHINA/TRASH-CLEANING-CHIMPPUTS-LITTERERS-SHAME-BENXI-ZOO
Feike, Puyang Zoo died age 46
Personal communications
Personal communications
http://www.gettyimages.co.uk/detail/news-photo/motherchimpanzee-holds-her-baby-in-arms-while-chimpanzeenews-photo/511245182
http://www.stylist.co.uk/life/cute/tiny-chimp-says-hello
Nanchang Zoo, Nanjing Zoo, Taiyuan Zoo
Personal communications
http://www.chinanews.com/tp/photo_special/2009/04-16/441.
shtml
Dalian Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Harbin Zoo, Nanchang Zoo,
Shanghai Zoo, Shijiazhuang Zoo, and Taiyuan Zoo
Beijing zoo, Chengdu Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Hangzhou Zoo,
and Kunming Zoo
http://en.cnki.com.cn/Article_en/CJFDTotal-ANHE201411178.
htm
http://www.hfzoo.com/dwsj/dwsj_view.php?ID=5765
http://www.jinanzoo.com/index.php?route=product/
product&path=33&product_id=103
http://www.forestry.gov.cn/bhxh/651/content-754646.html
Chimelong Safari Park, , Chongqing Safari Park, Dalian Forest
Zoo, Guangzhou zoo, Hefei Wildlife Park, Nanning Zoo,
Shanghai Wild Animal Park, Wuxi Zoo, Xiamen Lingling Circus,
Yangcheng Safari Park, Zhuhai International Circus,
Chimelong Safari Park, Chongqing Safari Park, Shanghai Wild
Animal Park, Yangcheng Safari Park, Hefei Wildlife Park, Wuxi
Zoo
Beijing Wild Animal Park, Changchun Zoo, Changsha Zoo,
Dalian Forest Zoo, Fuzhou Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Hangzhou
Zoo, Hefei Wildlife Park, Jinan Zoo, Nanchang Zoo, Nanjing
Zoo, Nanning Zoo, Nanshan Zoo, Qingdao Zoo, Shanghai
Wild Animal Park, Taiyuan Zoo, Wuxi Zoo, Xinjiang Safari Park,
Yangcheng Safari Park, Yangzhou Zoo
Baoding Zoo, Beijing Wild Animal Park, Benxi Zoo,
Changsha Zoo, Chimelong Safari Park, Chongqing Safari
Park, Chongqing Zoo, Dalian Forest Zoo, Guangzhou zoo,
Hangzhou Zoo, Hangzhou Wildlife Park, Harbin Northern
Forest Zoo, Hefei Wildlife Park, Jingdezhen Zoo, Jinzhou Zoo,
Kunming Zoo, Luoyang Zoo, Qingdao Zoo, Qingling Wildlife
Park, Shenyang Zoo, Shenzhen Safari Park, Shanghai Wild
Animal Park, Shijiazhuang Zoo, Taiyuan Zoo, Tianjin Zoo,
Wuhan Zoo, Xiamen Lingling Circus, Xinjiang Safari Park,
Yangcheng Safari Park, Yunnan Safari Park, Zhengzhou Zoo,
Zunyi Zoo
http://checklist.cites.org/#/en/search/output_
layout=alphabetical&level_of_listing=0&show_
synonyms=1&show_author=1&show_english=1&show_
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63.
64.
65.
66.

67.

68.

69.
70.

71.
72.

73.
74.

75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

83.

84.

spanish=1&show_french=1&scientific_
name=Pan+troglodytes&page=1&per_page=20
https://cites.org/eng/disc/how.php
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/13973491/Stolen%20
Apes.pdf
http://hetq.am/static/content/pdf/Trade_in_Apes.pdf p30
Beijing Wild Animal Park, Changchun Zoo, Changsha Zoo,
Dalian Forest Zoo, Fuzhou Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Hangzhou
Zoo, Hefei Wildlife Park, Jinan Zoo, Nanchang Zoo, Nanjing
Zoo, Nanning Zoo, Nanshan Zoo, Qingdao Zoo, Shanghai
Wild Animal Park, Taiyuan Zoo, Wuxi Zoo, Xinjiang Safari Park,
Yangcheng Safari Park, Yangzhou Zoo
Dalian Forest Zoo, Guangzhou Zoo, Hefei Wildlife Park,
Nanning Zoo, Shanghai Wild Animal Park, Yangcheng Safari
Park
http://news.xwh.cn/news/system/2011/07/08/010194224.
shtml
http://www.jlds110.com/newsinfo-6778.html
http://www.china.com.cn/info/pet/2011-01/18/
content_21760182.htm
http://www.dlzoo.com/detail.asp?newsid=191 *
http://www.lnciq.gov.cn/ywpd/dwjy/gzdt/201006/
t20100630_39674.htm
http://news.163.com/11/0427/02/72K69K5500014AED.html
Undisclosed source
http://roll.sohu.com/20120206/n333816794.shtml
http://www.gzzoo.com/AnimalStarDetails.aspx?Id=69
http://news.sina.com.cn/c/2011-04-13/014222281719.shtml
http://zjnews.zjol.com.cn/05zjnews/
system/2012/03/25/018356780.shtml
http://ah.anhuinews.com/qmt/system/2009/08/11/002315393.
shtml
http://news.qq.com/a/20090206/000501.htm
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/m/shandong/c/2010-07/26/
content_11047686.htm
http://www.focac.org/eng/mlsj/t719854.htm
http://www.ncnews.com.cn/ncxw/qwqs/t20090910_486532.
htm
http://news.qq.com/a/20081216/000198.htm and http://www.
njdushi.com/2009/0902/6275.shtml
http://bbs.shm.com.cn/thread-1024287-1-1.html
http://news.bandao.cn/news_html/201209/20120929/
news_20120929_1992711.shtml
http://theworldweshare.com/zoo/two-chimpanzees-hug-eachother-to-keep-warm-at-qingdao-zoo-photos/
http://www.shwzoo.com/InfoContent/&id=e69ac7b3-aa174497-8670-503a168ed8ad&comp_stats=comp-FrontInfo_
listMultiPage-001.html and http://society.people.com.
cn/n/2013/0518/c136657-21529833.html
http://www.sxgov.cn/shanxi/shanxi_content/2009-02/26/
content_38323.htm
http://tieba.baidu.com/p/1829907905 and http://news.sxrtv.
com/shtml/0/365/content365013.shtml
http://www.tianshannet.com/news/content/2008-01/29/

content_2419272.htm
http://www.yczoo.com/shownews.asp?id=80
http://cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/notif/2007/E014.pdf
https://cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/notif/2007/E014.pdf
http://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/com/sc/58/E58-32.
pdf
89. SC61 Doc.30 : http://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/
com/sc/61/E61-30.pdf
90. Dr Ian Redmond, Chairman of the Ape Alliance and Hui Li,
Project Director at Nature University
91. Dr Ian Redmond, Chairman of the Ape Alliance and Hui Li,
Project Director at Nature University
92. http://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/com/sc/61/E61-40.
pdf
93. http://www.cites.org/sites/default/files/eng/com/sc/61/sum/
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